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I  ffiffi,-  Cens:us count 
r ings  dollars 
approximately 200 Terrace 
l People live in the most- property owners are' illegally 
unusual and unpredictable renting out apartments in meir operated with census takers, 
places says Terrace census homes. 
commissiouer A t Bates. These people have been 
Census enumerators have "implored" by both the 
found people living in seemingly municipality and Bates ,to fill 
uninhabitable - cabins and out census forms: 
warehouses, in buildings at the Bates  assures residents 
end of impassible trails, and illegally renting out suites in 
similar siloations depending on their homes " that any 
their economic .status and the information-obtained from 
lack of local accomodation, he Census forms i s  "strictly 
said. confidential" and will not be 
l "-For this reason revealed to the municipality. 
' The municipality isprimarily 
_~ interested in the number of 
. . . .  ~ " ~  ~:~<~.'~"" " : '~ '~"  ~ . 2  '~ " ~ " "~ '~"  "=~ 
throwing championships, Armand competed for 
the 1971 Bull Of the Woods award Sunday at Lions 
Park Coverage of events and winners will 
Last year's Bull of the Woods, Armand Didier of 
Duncan, British Columbla,~ practiced his aim 
Saturday for the Lnggers'.S.perts. Festival axe- 
:predicts . . . .  K. / l~t J l .  • V qL /  w~ 
: surge for area 
A 200-page report on the 
economic development of the 
Regional District of Kitimat 
Stikine British •Columbia is 
available in Terrace. 
The report, compiled by AVG 
Management Science Ltd., for 
the Regional District of 
Kitimat-Stikine and the British 
Columbia Department of 
Industrial Development, Trade 
and Commerce is available for 
perusal at the Terrace library, 
or copies can be purchased at a 
cost of $25 from the district 
office. 
The objectives of the study 
were to p.rovide for stimulation 
of the K~.timat-Stikine R gional 
District as well as to provide 
data for potential investors 
through the analysis and 
assessment of specific 
investment opportunities in the 
region. 
The ~teps taken to the s'tddy 
included a review of popu[atian 
pat terns ,  communi t ies ,  
t ranspor ta t ion  and  
communication systems, 
mineral and forest resources, 
fuel, power, water, labor and- 
Arena will attract 
industry -Fanning 
other cost factors., of the region. 
According to the report, the 
best timing for government 
expenditure on road and rail 
construction is in the 1971-72 
period, claiming that 
expenditure at this time will 
have the greatest benefit o the 
economy of the region and set 
the stage for future 
development~ 
The primary obstacle to the 
development of the area is the 
transportation system, the 
report says. 
The development of the 
region has •been resource 
oriented and this pattern is 
expected to continue as the high 
labor costs and lack of a local 
market coupled with the high 
Cost of transportaton 
practically disallow for local 
manufacturing development at 
this time, the report states.. 
The greatest benefit to the 
region wi'll come from 
connecting the Stewart-Cassiar 
Highway to the main, road. 
The existence of a year-round 
recreational facility such as an 
arena often attracts tax-paying 
• industries to a community says 
Terrace Recreation Director 
Pete Fanning. 
Such a facility helps make a 
community a good place to live -- 
• interesting to local residents 
Fanmng. 
He believes that construction 
of the currently proposed arena 
is vital to the future 
development of Terrace. 
The proposed arena is ihe 
first phase of a year-round system, the advantages to this 
multi:purpose " recreational being the creation of:a tourist 
complex here . . . .  route, a road ]ink for the direct 
Fanning said ihe movement ofsupplies and road 
, k ,  
appear in Thursday's edition. 
. . . . .  ~ ~ , ~  
,~ .  Weather , . .  
Weather forecast:: Monday - sunny. Tuesday - sunny. 
Wednesday- cloudy with a few showers. Thursday - cloudy in 
the morning clearing in the afternoon. Highs 60 - 70. Lows 40- 45. 
High Low Precipitation 
May 27 65 34 0 
May 28 61 40 trace of rain 
May 29 58 44 trace of rain 
The month of May has been cooler and drier than normal. Less 
than half the normal rainfall fell and temperatures averaged 
about wo degrees colder then the average for May. 
i 
Majority favor 
self-government 
Thornhill may eventually 
become a municipality whether 
its citizens approve or cot. 
According to the Municipal 
Act, any unorganized, area or 
improvement district can he 
designated as a municipality by 
the provincial, government if
"it is in the public interest o 
establish a municipality in 
conjunction with the 
development of a natural 
resource." 
Although the provincial 
government can force 
municipal incorporation it is 
unlikely.to use the powers it has 
said Clarence Clove, chairman 
of the Thernhill incorporation 
Committee. 
Such action would not only be 
undemocratic but futile I~cause 
many Thornhill residents .who 
dislike living in a m~icipality 
the incorporation Committee,- 
will soon notify the provincial 
minister of municipal affairs 
that it wants to incorporate into 
a water improvement district. 
About 90 per cent of the 
ratepayers living in the 
community favor the move 
towards elf government, Cleve 
said. 
As an Improvement district 
residents eleetrusteesto inform 
the provincial government of 
any public services required. 
The province, in turn, adjusts 
the tax rate once it approves a
project. 
The decision to incorporate 
into an improvement district 
h~s received favorable 
response from ,Terrace 
Municipal officials. 
Terrace mayor Victor Jolliffe 
v~iced personal approval of the 
move saying it was the first step 
towards making Thornbill a 
,and.attractive to'outsiders, community's upport of the .access for the people who will 
Unfortunately, Terrace is the project will determine whether he living there. 
onty Canadiancommunityefits ~.the continuously increasing.  The route that should be- 
size without such a facility, said Cont'd on Page ~ " Cont'd on Page 2 
Air show 
confirmed 
Terrace will definitely have 
an air show of international 
calibre this summer• 
Volunteer work crews are 
currently clearing brush at the 
Terrace Airport to create 
additional parking space for an 
August 21.22 air show. 
Art Bates, chairman of tl~e 
Kiwanis Club sponsors of the 
show, said the Department of 
.Transport has approved use of 
the airport for .the air show. 
"All systems are go," Bates. 
said. The Canadian Armed 
Forces have assured us that 
they will have equipment and 
personnel at the show; major 
airline companies have agreed 
to sponsor ground isplays and 
many aeronaut ica l  
manufacturing and supply 
i 
The Northern BC Chamber of 
Mines has opened its now office 
at 4621. Lakelse Avm,,:e, 
Terrace. 
The office will distribute 
information about mining 
"companies, and features maps 
and publications by the BC 
Department of Mines and the 
Geological Surveys of .Canada. 
Olfice hours during the 
exploration season is 7 to 9 PM 
Council  okays 
1 
companies have expressed a r e n a  plans 
interest in being.represented at ~. =~..... 
the  show,  . -  . ' .~ .  • . . . . . . . .  • ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Bates , 'predicts that" " Sharpen your skates, Terrace should be aVailable'ata ¢0st of 
everything from huge transport 
helicopters to multi-engine jets 
will be either in the air lanes or 
on the runways around Terrace. 
Stunt flyers, acrobatic flying 
teams and jumpers from 
throughout Canada and the 
United States have been invited 
to participate in the first-ever 
air show in this area. 
Air Show organizers', have 
been given numerous contacts 
and "have been offered 
"considerable" assistance by 
organizers of the inter- 
nationally famous Abbotsford 
Air Show. 
Invitations to klck-off the air 
may have an arena by 
Christmas. 
At a special meeting 
Thursday, Terrace Municipal 
Council approved preliminary 
drawings and an artists' 
concept of the arena proposed 
by the Terrace Arena 
Association. 
Permission to proceed with 
the preparation of working 
drawings and the go-ahead for 
excavation ofthe arena planned 
~oi" upper Little Park was given 
by Council. 
The. arena association plans 
to call for construction tenders 
by mid-July .and begin 
show have been sent out to 
Canadian celebrities. 
Bates indicated that 
organizers are attempting to 
attract Canada's number one 
politician Prime Minister 
Pierre Trudeau to lead off the 
event. 
Proceeds from the show will 
be contributed to the Terrace 
Arena Campaign. 
construction f the first phase of 
an overall recreational complex 
by August. 
Council was told that the 
arena would be. in use by 
Christmas, although not 
entirely completed. 
The overall arena project will 
cost an estimated $450,000. 
A useable regulation aS-font 
by 200-foot ice hockey rink 
$350,000 by the end of the year. 
The arena~to be completed in
1972, calls for a two level foyer 
complete with offices, dres "s~. g
room and other • related 
facilities. 
Arena association organizers 
say the idea is to get a nsuable 
ice surface without trimmings 
this year• 
The plan calls for a 
permanent seating capacity of 
between 1,350 and 1,400. There 
is room for additional seating to 
a possible maximum of 2,000. 
Excavation for the arena site 
will begin Monday, June 7. 
About 30,000 yards Of earth 
will be moved with 25,000 yards 
being used in the. prQpuse~l. 
parking lot. 
Topsoil removed from thesite 
will be used on the town's parks. 
'The Terrace Arena Campaign 
fund is gaining momentum but 
additional volunteers are 
needed to help the Campaign 
committee.." 
i/" 
hope~th, ey'don't grow up. AUson~Cooper 
~r.. of' Mr,.:.and Mrs... Dick Cooper, .o 
. -  i ~; 
permanent residents living here 
so it can take advantage of the 
federal $30 per capita grant. 
Because Terrace does not 
have a large industrial tax base 
it relies heavily on the per 
capita grant to operate the 
municipality. 
The 28 enumerators directed 
by Bates have been hiking 
between six and 10 miles a day 
and more to insure that 
everyone is counted. 
Using planes, boats, and 
footslogging along railroad 
1racks, enumerators are 
making sure on one is missed. 
Many of them have 
encountered such obstacles as 
angry dogs and p~ople, 
impassible trails and blistered 
feet. 
would "just drift further out," municipality. 
r's n a besaid. He rejeeted any suggestion IF  mne me a secret  Th0rnhill residents, through thatlThornhill and Terrace 
Citizen:to be lauded I 'Fire ' [ 
' unite to form a single 
i hazard  municipal i ty. ,  . ~ .  
. " '?Thornhill can't afford 
I d imin i  d I Ter*ace and Terrace . can ' t  :~+" she affo~ Thornhill," said J011iffe. 
!The  unorganized area of ?~ 
The community o f  Terrece have done for him nnd accept chosen was nominated by three Thornhill has no public services 
will honor its first Citizen of the responsibility for the future or four different organizations, The forest fire rating in the such as sewer and water. If a & 
Year in a ceremony at the betterment of the community; and will be an' excellent Terraca-Kltimat area is low, union with Terrace '~,~ 
• Terrace Community Centre Fair and jmt in his relations example for futurocitizans-of-~, but forestry officials inPrince Municipality Was arranged ~ 
June 12. ' With 0thers;-Obey the law of his the-year. :  " Rupert warn residents of the Thornhill would have to be' '~•~ 
The name of the person is one' community, and country; Vote The person Chosen will' be area no~t to be lulled into a sense Pr0~tded these I~sic services, i 
oftheclosest-guardedsecrets in regularly and .intelligently. 'at " prepented with 'a plaque by of false security, he~said..This ' would mean a ~ 
the community at the present election time; Be interested in Emil Hauglmid, an old timer in There have boca 49fires in the ~ ..drastic property tax increase. 
time. : . ... ~ the freedom, and~welfare of all Terrace and"former chairman .district o date thls year-  all of J,Uic¢,~ h ,u~v,~ ,~ m~n,.~h, 
:_Tnea.w~ra.wmchis to _become theworld'.speoplosanddohls of.thevi!lage0f.TerraCer:.f0~i'~whlch ave.resu'lted from of~c'urre"nt'~-~1~o'rnidll'"~re'"s'I'de'n[s-~i 
u., ~mum ~en~ s~.n~, r~.. ~ py part to. secure :r them; Be some 25 years.~. • ' : ..... ' "' : ~Uman carelessness aecdrdthe moved;,~,t ~¢ q',~,,Aee:,- re, ado: 
me're.rr.a~ttom~.~tun w.m.ne productive .~ind render a ,~ FredWeher,.chairm,an of-the':..to the forestry department. " the hlgh-~ax"s~.~u'c't'ure'~ I .v" • 
awaruea to a citizen oI me or w il 1 ' en of me ear Terrace - - -  : ~- .I .. ,. W ~thh  eserv ce to his fell0w Rotary.s1Citiz ~ " • Y.~,/:: ,"=Thecur~ntlowhazardrating Clove eaidit was t~e thata i area wno meem an ot a s me . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  , . ~ , . .  man~ eta'gooo~amp!e to the comm!ttee;:::.i/~s y..:  . : . _ . .  hesrnsultedfrom cool, over~ast number "of people moved tO .. 
me ~o!~,ow!ng r .~tare.men.m: .. y0ut h of-hlS communl~. : prese ntatlouW.lll he fm~0~veu OY.. ~. 'iweather .: .conditions : wlth Thomblll t0"beat "high taxes : 
,_:_~e!.~.~,orme~on ca_ I;lOoat ~, TI~. Person;,, (~is ~the~ c~se ".a:~vlne' ,ann cheese party,, ann '~'i,Intermittentreelpltatlon;~iome but~/id many reaidenis moved.::/ 
~'?=,~U~U~ ~U~;  4 ~f~OUS' r may.nefwas caosen:ovor:one dan~. ~, .... i ; . - . : :~ :i in in the form of snow., there: because there they are,  .. 
um.eum.n.;~:xr~enaly ,.get along., monthagobyajolntmeetlng~of .A  good cOmmunltye~tprt ,~.-:':,~. Such '~,c'odditlons "have :offer~Imore open Space and i ~ { 
w,ea. wtm:o~.ners-~ a,go.~ service. :.~,grOups!~ ~ rin '".the' :attend ~die. ceremony(Is hoi~d~..~.dlminlshed ~the ' haz/,td by ~om.  . . " , . .  ,:, ,; ' 
.:ne~,nuour; ~!neere,clel~.n.uap?e ? commuiiity ~ho kponso~.d ~l 'for:bytheRetar~ Ciub;/%~::~ ',:~'.; dampenh?tgthe fine flash fuels ' i.,!'~As.an'improvement distric~:i': ' |
anu..uxe an acuve part  In me ~ . . . .  '•72~ _.  _.,, . . . . .  _ ___=~;. .,__.. persoW ~6i-t~e awdrd.:~:.. : _ .i :' T l~et~ to the p.ro~.am' .are .'!'.:'while a l low ing  the. spring . .V~"'wlil be ablet0 obtalnl the!.~~i./~ 
ct.smi~t~ur 'w"s' .u~s..com.munl~y ' ;  According .'to ' .Atex..  J. ~,heing sold'at anomumtmm.uy:-~.ffrowth.'of trees, shrubs and I r y  publletitillttos mid a ''.':i~ .:~ 
~[! '.rhl~ativ~r ofn~hatCno~•., lnselberg, President of",the ~• "vat ' lous. /service-: ' - .  du l l s  ~gre~es to estab|ish a grecner' fol~:'.O~ H go~,e~ent whllel •- ~ G'ee, 
PP ...' ' . !' . . ,i TerraceaotaWclub~th6~rs~. throughout the e0mmtmi~: ~..:.(:"~:iland more fh~epro0f.foreststate. k~,epl~~xes low, he said.: ~.':': dan! 
However the vast majority.of 
people approached-have co- 
Bates said. 
The census, which began May 
25:, will he almost complete 
complete Monday. he said. 
Enumerators will- storm 
motels, hotels and campsites to 
make sure that any and every 
Canadian in the area is 
tabulated in the census. 
Only permanent residents 
may be ~:ounted for. the per 
capita .grant for the 
municipality . . . . . . . . . .  
Anyone who did not receive a
census form is asked to phone 
Zenith 0-1971 to ensure that they 
are'included in the natiouowide 
nose  count ,  
Mines chamber  
relocates . herq  
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Cont'd from Page 1 
developed is from Hazelton to 
the Kispiox River, the report 
continues. 
The report also recommended 
a railroad system to handle the 
tonnages of forest products, ore 
concentrates and possibly 
asbestos, which would lower the 
cost of transport by trucks. 
The forest products of the 
Nass should provide sufficient 
volume to warrant immediate 
construction to Meziadin Lake. 
The Kitwanga-Cranberry - Nasa 
route is recommended, and the 
extension to the Stikine can wait 
until 1975 as its value remains to 
be proven, the report said. 
As a result of the development 
of the transportation system 
there will be further 
developments in forestry, 
tourism, and possibly 
increase in mining development 
the report says. 
The development of forestry 
and mining will generate other 
manufacturing i vestment such 
as a caustic-chlorine plant and a 
foundry machine shop 
fabricating plant, the report 
says. 
The report goes on to say that 
the construction and increased 
employment will increase 
housing, retail retail trade 
trade as well as the service 
trades, the increase in jobs 
forecasted will sustain a 
population growth of 8,000 over 
the 1971-76 period and a 
population growth of 12,000 or 
better in the 1976-91 period. 
According to the report 
mining will be a significant 
employer of capital and labor. 
Arnettalurgieal plant operating 
on a pollution free process uch 
as the ferric-chloride leach 
process may be built between 
1975 and 1980, the report says. 
In the manufacturing field, a 
caustic-chlorine plant will be 
feasible when additional 
bleaching type pulp mills are 
added. 
Tourism is expecte~ to 
increase at 15 per cent per year 
resulting in an increase 
employment of I00 jobs per 
year. 
Employment in the retail and 
service trades is expected to 
increase by 250 per year as a 
result of a 10 per cent annual 
growth in retail trade and a 12 
per cent annual growth in 
service trades. 
Construction may be 
sustained inthe early part of the 
1971-76 period prin~arily by 
investments in transportation 
and mining. These will be 
supplemented by construction 
in the forest-products and 
mffnufacturing industries. 
There will be a continuous 
growth in the housing, retail 
and public services ection. 
Population in the region =s 
expected to grow at a rate of 3.6 
per cent a year in the 1971-76 
period, from 41,000 to 49,000. In 
the 1976-91 period the growth is 
expected to be 4.5 per cent and 
the forecasted population is 
61,000 in 1981. 
The age and sex distribution 
shows a higher than usual 
percentage of males 54.4 per 
cent and the forecasted 
population is 61,000 in 1901. 
The age and sex distribution 
shows a hfgher than usual 
percentage of males 54.4 per 
cent in 1966 with only 14.9 per 
cent of the population over 45 as 
compared to 29.2 per cent for 
the province as a whole. The 
estimated average family size 
is 4.3 
The average income in the 
region is 10 per cent higher than 
the B.C. average and is 
concentrated in the $5,000 to 
$7,000 area and the $10,000 area. 
Metric system 
for Skeenaview 
All hospitals operated by the 
Mental Health Branch will 
convert to the Metric System on 
October 1st, 1971. 
The announcement was made 
in Victoria May 26th by the 
Honourable Ralph Loffmark, 
Minister of Health Services and 
Hospital Insurance. Mr. 
Loffmark stated that the Metric 
System had been in use for 
some time in the chemical and 
scientific fields, and in recent 
years there had been increasing 
use of the system in the health 
sciences. The Canadian 
Hospital Association is 
encouraging all general 
hospitals in Canada to adopt he 
system. 
"Because of its precision and 
simplicity, the Metric System 
minimizes the danger of errors, 
and for this reason, and its 
increasing application in 
industry and the science, I 
recommended last October that 
hospitals operated by the 
CASSIAR CONSTRUCTION LTD' 
"Planners & Builders of Quality Homes" 
PHONE MR. A. SCHWAIGI~R 635:5220 
FOR RENT:  Executive style 3 bedroom duplex. 
Must be able to furnish references. 
~FOR SALE: One more 1008 sq. ft. home on Apple 
Street. 3 bedrooms, carport, full basement, electric heat, 
roughed in plumbing in basement. Full price $22,500, with 
$2,500 down. 
One more "large family home" in new subdivision on Benner 
Street. Open to realistic offers Re: Down payment or trade, 
1536 sq. ft. with 2 baths, wall to wall carpeting, fireplace, full 
basement, carport, sundeck. 
Mental Health Branch convert 
to the Metric System as soon as 
possible," the Minister stated. 
Dr. W.J.C. McFarlane, 
Clinical Director of Riverview 
Hospital, has been responsible 
for coordinating the plans for 
conversion at Riverview 
Hospital, Valleyview Hospital, 
and The Woodlands School, New 
We s t Westminster; The 
Tranquille School, Kamloops; 
Skeenaview Hospital, Terrace; 
and Dellview Hospital, Vernon. 
Clinical factors affected by the 
changeover  inc lude  
temperature cording, weight 
measurement, and certain 
medical forms. In addition, the 
296 clocks in the six institutions 
are having the numerals 13 to 24 
affixed to the clock faces by 
means of a decal. 
After October 1st, Mr. 
Loffmark said, all records in 
Mental Health Branch hospitals 
will be converted to Metric 
Municipal council has approved preliminary 
drawings of the proposed $450,000 Terrace 
Arena. Couneil has given the Arena Association 
permission toproceed with working drawings o 
that construction can begin by August. 
Arena attracts industry 
Cont'd from Page 1 
number of leisure hours 
becomes an asset or a liability. 
He believes that recreation is
a fundamental need in a happy 
environment and that workers 
must participate in leisure 
activities to relax from their 
daily work routine. 
"A community finds its soul 
in events which bring all its 
citizens together on a basis of 
their mutual interests," he said. 
"The community hat doesn't 
involve its citizens in some form 
of recreational acitivity is 
losing one of the grep',.st 
opportunities for comm y" 
solidarity." 
Fanning added tha, 
recreation is not just for 
athletes but covers all 
individual inter~ ,tion with 
other people, Anchoring music, 
arts, and crafts. 
He emphasized that a 
recreational complex is vital to 
the healthy, happy development 
of the community's children. 
CBC releases 
Elizabeth R 
Thom Benson director of T~' 
entertainment programs for the 
CBC's English Services 
Division,today announced the 
purchase of Elizabeth R, the 
w ide ly -acc la imed BBC 
historical drama series, for 
telecast on the CBC-TV network 
beginning January, 1972. 
Comprised of six 90-minute 
color episodes, the series 
chronicles the life of Queen 
Elizabeth I of England, from 
her teens, through er reign and 
up to her death in 1603, at the 
age of 69. 
Elizabeth R stars Glenda' 
Jackson, this year's winner of 
the "best actress" Academy 
Award (for her role in Women 
in Love), and her portrayal of 
the Tudor Elizabeth, daughter 
of Henry VIII, won tremendous 
acclaim in Britain, during 
RALPH NELSON-SMITH. OF MER- release a crawler tractor for skidding 
'RITI', likes the mobility of this fork- chores. 'The 950 is easier to operate 
equipped Caterpillar 950 Wheel Load- and all in all, says Nelson-Smith', " l
,. or, He logs about 30,000 fbm per day wouldn't go back to a track loader". 
. ' :Aft winter .--35,000 fbmin better wealh= He gets good. parts and repair service 
:. ~:/er---fof~Aspen Planers Ltd.: and he support from Finning's convenient Io- 
, ~:'' b0ugbt""the 130*h0rsepower 950 to cation in Ka'mloops as you can from 
" .i~.!i :)repifice~ an other-make.track. !oader, the: Finning operation in your .area. 
":r'2: :'::"H'e'/likes ' ihe mobility and Versatdity of If you .are thinking *of .a r new ma- 
"~ ;'. ;.:'the.950. It .~:an get, from landing to cSinc for.y0ur ioadingoperati0n, take 
.~,~:.: "laoding quickly; . can move faster.and, a Io0k ata Cat Wheel Loader backed' 
~'~;:~.~:~%!'!~'~sier~.o~,crr~rough:going; an ; ~/itW a"./byFinning •stiles; i~arts~afid"repair ser: 
;i:!~;:i~i:.~i.. { 'c]eaniu p blade .slii~ped on*: 0ver:(the ::c .vices,.~ See Finning,, your Caterpillar 
~ ~ ~," ;' ''L ~H~ ' fp~S ~ i t , can '  tidy up the landings and" 'Deale.r. * : . : . '  . . 
~ . .~ . .~  . . .~ 1 " "  . . . . .  ~ ' " " !"  ~ " :''" 
•.goad 
r T "i i ' ' ' ' h' " " ' " ' ' "*~k' : ~== : ~" ~" =::@'i ~*::_ :•)( PhOne 635- 144 
"It will provide a safe place 
for children to play, an 
opportunity to develop 
leadership qualities, and 
guarantee~ a child its birthright 
of health and happiness." 
"An arena will make it 
possible to plan varied 
programs, each with their own 
appeal, throughout the four 
seasons of the year," he said. 
telecast of the series on BBC-2 
in February and March of this 
yeax'. 
CBC-TV's aquisition of 
Elizabeth R follows on the heels 
of the network's telecast of.The~ 
Six Wives of Henry VIII (also a 
BBC production), which drew 
up to 4 million viewers for each 
of the first four of it's six 
episodes. 
Engagement 
Mr. and Mrs. T.A. Fleury of 
Kitimat announce the 
engagement of their daughter 
Susan Marie to Mr. Alan G.C. 
Robinson of Kitimat, eldest son 
of Mr. and Mrs. L.M. Robinson 
of Terrace. 
The wedding will take place in. 
the Alberta Temple in Car&ton, 
Alberta. 
Highways 
(Soenio Improvement) 
Aot, 1968 
PURSUANT to section 3 of the Highways (Scenic 
Improvement) Act, 1968, al l  highways as defined 
in the Municipal Act, lying within the corporate 
l imits of the Regional District of K i t imat.  
Stikine, but not within the boundaries of any 
incorporated munic ipal i ty,  on the request of the 
Board by resolution are designated for the 
purposes of that Act. 
DATED at Victoria, B.C. 
this 14th day of May, 1971 
Dan Campbel l  
MINISTER OF MUNIC IPAL  AFFAIRS 
Lot Clearance Special 
at 
Bob Parker Ford 
, 'No reasonable offer 
NO. 251-A 
'88 RAMBLER 
V-8 auto Your Offer . . . . . .  ? 
NO. 107-A 
'88 PLYMOUTH 
V-8 auto., radio, p.s. & p.b. 
Your Offer . . . . .  .? 
NO.381-C 
'67 PLYMOUTH 6;cyl . ,  auto 
Your Offer . . . . . .  ? 
NO.171-A 
'66 FAIRLANE v8 auto. 
Your Offer ------? 
NO.236.C 
'6§ ONEV IMPALA 
4 dr.  Hdt:, 283 V-8 p.s'., rad io•  
Your Offer --.-..? 
NO.248-A ~ 
'67 VOLKSWAGEN radio 
Your Offer ------? 
NO. 1.70.A 
'67 VAUXHALL st~ation wagon. 
, I  
!. 
p 
NO.56-A 
'6§ VALIANT 
6 cyl., stand, trans, radio 
Your Offer .-..--? 
NO.131-B 
'66 OIIEV IMPALA 
V-8 Auto. ,  bucket  seats, p.b. & p.s. rad.io 
Your Offer ..--.-? 
NO.TR-4-70 
' 67 ONRYSLER 
&p.b .  radio 
Your Offer -----,? 
iii• i I } • i i •~ ¸ : • • i~ / 
Your Offer - - - - - - ?  
NO;44-B 
'67 ONEVELLE stn. wagon 
V-8 auto. ,  p.b. & p.s. one owner ,  clean unit  
Your Offer - . . . . : ?  
NO.183.A 
'6.6 RAMBLER 
~/.8 auto.,  p.s. & p.b. radio clean unit  
Your Offer -,....? 
NO.206-A ' 
'66 OBEY ~ IMPALA 
327 V .8 ,  p.b. & p.g~ . 
:/, .... : Your Offer, - . ; . .?:  
The First C~nGcllan Bank  ~ ':~.i..: 
• iii !i 
- • ;•4 :  ; *  : ' 
to  ' ' ' . . . .  ' :": 
• , . . . .  
 urmonc sworth.. 
. 1 
"At  the Bank of Montreall we wish 
to be unique among banks. ~Jnique .: 
in that we wish to serve not only as : 
a place where you can deposit and 
borrow money. But we also want to i': 
show you how to get the most for 
your money. 
"After all, we've become one of 
the largest' banks in the w0rldi and 
who should know more about money? 
That's why all our efforts are ded, ,i 
icated to giving you advice that will 
help you in your depositing and 
borrowing. We want you to get your 
money's worth ." 
NO.103-A 
'64 HERO PARK:I.ANE 
cony. V-8 Auto ,  console, 
bucket seats, good condition 
NO.67.A . 
. il ;! 
• , i! 
i 
. . :; I 
- .  ) !  
L 
i 
L;• 
rker Ford Ltd, 
"1 
b JM VALIANT, Stnilwa•g,. / 
h 6 cyl., auto, radio, clean • unit .  
NO.287.B 
!64 OLDSMOBILE v.8 auto, 
% 
[ . , 
MONDAY, MAY 31, 1971 
LEARNING 
with 
feet rise to  the. surface start 
gently kicking them between 
/2" . 18" up and down. 
Ver~; young "children must 
learn about locomotion and swim 
aids should be used. The best 
of these being the small in- 
flatable rubber rings obtainable 
in almost any big department 
TO :SWIM 
HA RY MePHEE 
TERRACE HERALD, TERRACE B.C:, 
-3 LEARNING TO SWIM ,:4 
with HARRY McPHEE Greenville leven Cli, 
]win Native feast 
The Greenville Athletic Club 
emerged victorious from the 
Aiyansh All Native Soccer 
Tournament. ~eld May 22rid. 
23rd and 24th at Atyanah. 
The Greenville squad won the 
weekend tourney by viture of 
four straight Wins and no losses 
in what was described by 
organiz'ers "as " the best' 
tournament ever held.. 
, The event attracted eight 
senior teams and two junior 
teams. 
Because of the lack of junior 
.entries the two teams in that 
tOCOMOTION " store. DO not .revent *h~ ¢,-~-- To learuth -e -s~*t~ok= 
bw]mming is a floating body Jgoing into deep "wa'ter-" ("I3n*'(~e'r properly the action of~the feet 
bein'g propelled through the [supervision of coursei' They must he learnt first. The co. 
water by the muscular action of ~will soon lose any inherent fear ordination of the arms and legs 
the arms and legs. Co-ordination ] Of the deep and quickly learn will be a simple • matter if this 
of the arms .and legs can be Jthat by kicking their feet, they rule is strictly observed. 
:~rYh:'~c~lt, a bu!.if, the ~ction/will be able to propel themselves FLUTTER KICK ,RENT 
• g na [ee~ is" ~earnt/all over the place ' I After thisl exereise~ has been 
first it will be greatly simplified [ The same swim "aids that heln I learnt properlY.the, crawl *sLr0ke: 
Therefore, this lesson will deal |a pupil to float can also be will be swum corredly, From 
with simple ways to learn how/used to" help learn .the proper i a horizontal i float position, kick 
the foot action works. For those kick of the feet .(Flutter Kick} the feet, gently,, mo~,iog them 
~eha~n hianvet;  ~m~ui~g pool to Kick boards are the best known, la_ b°ut ~'  : 18' Up 'and down. 
• e g er of the they are made of styrofoam, and .~e  action i s  from. the hips 
pool is a good aid. Grasp the normally measure about 3' X 18" alternately, legs extended, toes' 
gutter with both hands, 'taKe a They can be used one at a time pointed and feet 'turned slightly  ;;pw [eath, : laoe the fuc.  in or in pairs, if one is,,ed hold inward. This, must be Be. 
to float in' t~ nu m,~ow .!he u0.dy i!.with both hands•gripping the complished in a relaxed manner, 
wa~er, when me sines about six inches from the [ne Knees are only bent slightly. ; 
end pushing the board in' front 
of the floating body and' then kicking too hard. 
gentlykicking the feet. Again, gently kicking the feet, 
If using two kickboards place arms outstretched, you can now 
one hand on the top of each propel t.he body forward. Do not 
board, lie down, on front, allow, try to learn any arm movements 
ing' body to rise to the surface until this flutter kick is perfected. 
gently• kicking feet to propel the Aim is to' flutter kick 20' o 30' 
body forward, without breathing. 
(Cllp and Save) 
• i • - 
i 
The total l~int standings at-:} Kittmat;;:,iJ~yeljW:~ . Vern 
the end of the ~.~et saw KR, imatil t:~'Ja~u~li~im:/~i~.. ~ 
wlth 241 polii~:~Kile;~:the i~':GiRi:~;i~!~ : Y~I;~ 
combined point:total for Skeena' ] 400 meters i , Lynn Kofoed. 
Secendary and Caledonia was [. Skeena Sec.; 200 meters - 
297' / Sybille Haeussler-Kitimat; 100 
The winnersare: meter ' Colleen Savigny. 
MIDGET EVENTS: Kitimat; Hurdles - Colleen 
~meters .-Roddy Smith- Kitimat; High Jump-  Maja 
Skeena Sec.; 200 meters - Jim Kaffanike-Kitimat; Long Jump 
Cueckly-Ske'ena See.; 100 • Judy Bergman-Skeena See.;. 
meters - Doug Linton-Kitimat; 
~ % 7 ~ , ~ ~ ~  ~t~orv .v]aved .el .two game 
~,~: .~ ~: . m~pomt series mac saw Aiy- 
............. ' : "  ~ ' ~ ~ ~  ansn jumors ouc-s~re .,~.. 
FLUTTER KICK BACK Greenville counterparts 4-1 
This position is the same 'as: over the two game spread. 
in the previous one except for The Aiyansh junior team 
being on the hack. Again I stress shut-out their rivals in the first 
meet between the two and then do not use the 'arms until the. win the second game by a 
legs operate properly. Kick the • narrow 2-1 margin. 
feet the same, about 12.18, up In the first round of the senior 
and. down, hands "outstretched" league Bella Bella started it all 
over the head ~may he •bent off with b convincing 4-0 
downwards a little, ,as the .drubbing of a squad from 
'diving planes on. a. subrnarine, Canyon City. 
they will help the body stay.ha 
top of the water. :~ " 
Once these exercises have 
been learnt •they should become 
a part of regular training. The 
front position will be improved 
after ,practice by raising the 
The Greenville Athletic Club 
, picked up their first victory by 
downing the Greenville Royals. 
ii-4 while the Hazelton squad 
defeated the Aiyansh Luckies 2- 
1. 
The final game of the first day 
of play saw the Greenville 
Royals keep their hopes alive by 
defeating Canyon City 5-2. 
As a result of that .game 
Canyon City found itself the 
.first team to be eliminated from 
. further play. "' 
There were four games on the 
second ay of the double knock- 
out tourney and two mere teams 
found themselves out of the 
running for top spot 
The Aiyansh Luekies were 
head, or by. turning it sideways 
Emphasis here is placed on not out of the' water, to' breathe in. 
al ' would like to point'0ut hat 
expert swimmers use the 
flutter kick, although it is one 
of the fundamental, lessons in 
learning to swim, it is also a 
necessary part of world champion 
swimmers training schedules, 
and fo~ physical fitness: 
(Clip -'~ Save) 
. f 
handed their second efeat e~ 
the spiel when they were 
dum ~d by the.Kitwancool 
team 3-2, . . 
The home club Aiyansh team 
advanced to the finals in the 
next game as they killed 
Hazeltons chances • of a 
tournament victory by blanking 
the Hazelteners 2-0 
This match set up the 
championship match between 
the Aiyansh Nishgas and the 
Greenville Athletic Club. 
It was a well played closely- 
fought match but the Greenville 
team proved to be a little too 
much for the Aiyansh eleven 
and when the final whistle 
sounded the Greenville Athletic 
Club won their fourth straight 
game and the Senior Men's 
Championship 
The Greenville entry won the 
trophy for the tourney and each 
team member received a small 
trophy. 
The Aiyansh Nishgas were 
awarded the Conselation trophy 
while the Bella Beila team were 
chosen as the mosL spertsman 
like team. 
The eleven men chosen to the 
all-star team' and their positions 
are: Goal Lorne Hiazimsque; 
Right Full.back Terry Stevens; 
left Full-back Bill Carpentre; 
Right half-back Allan Moore: 
Left Half-back Ambrose 
Wilson; Centre Half Freak 
Clayton: Right winger Claude 
Morven: Left Wing Herbert 
Morven: Right inside forward 
Cedric Stewart: Inside Forward 
Earl Newman; and Center 
Forward Lorne Cambell. 
Each player elected to the all- 
star team received a wooden 
seal with a medallion on its 
surface. 
, PAGE 3 '  i 
II P m, H Ibald from June 17th'~te':19th.dt • 
, I L~.~. I  ~ .L ,  the University: 0f B,C. In  ; : l  
. . . . . . . .  ' . . Vancouver. ~ . . ~ -. : : ,  : 
the~h[urcel:il~es t lim~.~a~dmef/~mt 'The Universitygrounds int~ : 
Point Gray area of Vancouver : J further play. ' . . 
The only other team to go on 
the second ay was the Bella 
Bella eleven who were defeated 
by the Greenville Reyals again 
by a 3-2 score. 
The Aiyansh Nishgbas cored 
6 unanswered goals as they 
downed the Hazelton 'squad in 
their second game of the 
tourney, and the Greenville 
Athletics cont inuedthe i r  
winning with a 5-4 defeat over 
the Bella Bella squad in what 
was described thePrObably the as 
best game in tournament 
with the game going into two 
periods of overtime before the 
winner was decided. 
On the final day in the first 
three games three teams found 
themselves knocked out of the 
sports piel. 
Hazelfon kept their hopes alive 
in the first" game of the first 
round when they handed the 
Kitwancool eleven a four to zip 
drubbing. . ~ ' 
Greenvi l le teams played 
against each other in the next 
will ~come the practice aM ;: 
instfueti0n field for  "seven 
different, sports :under the 
clinjeaplan. . .  . . . . . .  
Basketbal l~ ' footba l l ,  
wrestling,, track and. field, field 
hockey, soccer and volleyball' 
wi)l be taught at the weekend 
clinic.. : ~ i 
The directors of thevarfous 
sports clinics are' each well" 
qualified to deal with any 
problems and all have a good 
record in amateur sports. 
Besides the sports clinics 
there will be seminars and 
lectures dealing with such 
topics as Weight training for 
athletes. • 
There w i l l  • als0 be  
demonstrations of other sports. 
For  further information on 
the clinic program write Don 
Steen at 1200 West Broadway, 
Vancouver 9, er phone 736-9751 
in Vancouver. 
Vancouver's famous Brockton 
Point was named after Francis 
game that saw the Athletic Club Brockton, the chief engineer of 
pick up its'third straight win by [ the Royal Navy survey vessel 
doubling the Royals in an 8-4 ~ Plumper which served in B.C. 
match'__,. • ~ . ~Lwater -s  1857 to 1861. 
[1F E A GRILL 
Jt~ ; , ~ , ~ ' ~ . ~ - ~  Spec ia l i z ing  in:  
/I I ~ ~ ' ~ i  ~i S teak  sandwich  
J!; ~ ~  I~.~.' ~~'/' and-garlic toast 
Ii '. 
SKEENA I L 
: ~ . )~  OPEN 24 hrs. DALLY 
. ~ ~  ',/'  garlic 
• 635-2769 4527 Greig 
TILLICUM DRIVE-IN Ter race  takes  Dua l  meet  : :°u°:r41 * th Show starts at dusk. Phone63b-5310 
The aunualTerraee-Kitimat Hurdles-LarryPaulson-Skeens I Skecna See.; High Jump-.J*Kitimat;4x,100Relay-Re]ay. : Dunwioh  Hor ror  HoUse  : Dual Track Meet was held last See.; 4X 100 relay- Kitimat; 4 x BOYS Brenda Hansen-Skeena See.; Caledonia; 4 x 400 relay - . ' : 
Wednesday at Kitimat and the 400 relay - Skeena See.; High 
c~mbined Terrace team came Jump -Doug Linton-Kitimat; . 
through with a victory in the Long Jump - Doug Linton- " : ~" ' 
meet. Kitimat; Discus- Eric Heine- .~  ' 
Sevigny-Kitimat; 4 x 100 Relay -
Jill Finiayson - Kitimat. 
BANTAN EVENTS 
400 meters - Glen Goodwin- 
Skeena See.; 2OO meters - 
Robert Sehultz-Skeena See.; 100 
meters - Robert Schultz-Skeena 
See.; Hurdles - Andy Ruygrok- 
Skeena See.; 4 x 100 relay - 
Sk~ena See.; High Jump. Kelly 
Ferner -Kitimat; Long Jump - 
Glen Goodwin-Skeena See.; 
Discus'- Charles Smoley-Skeuna 
See.. : • " 
GIRLS • 
400 meters. Jean Both-Skeena 
See..: 200 meters - Judy 
Bergman-Skeena Sec.; 100 
meters - Judy Bergman-Skeena 
See.; Hurdles - Judy Bergman- 
Long Jump - Diana Brouwer - Caledonia. High Jump - 
Skeena Sec.; Discus-Debbie Candice Hoeken-Caledonia; 
Dakin-Skeena See. Long Jump - Sandy Clay- 
Caledonia; Discus - Pat i ISO r Again JUVENILE EVENTS Kennedy-Kitimat;Jave l in - .~  " .  i " ~ • "~* 
BOYS ;Cam Letnes~Caledonla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .~ earn :~::~ i:~ ::;,~ ~ 
400 meters - Bill Gibbs- ~ ' " : . . . .  " .~  . . . .  : .  ~ : , 
ICBC featvLr i Caledonia; 200 meters-Vinee • . . . . .  • : Amare-Kitimat' 100 meters- '  . es  . ~ ,  ,~K. • ~ , . ~  
Phillip Norris - Kitimat; Europe Cup ,V- 
Hurdles - Brian Deane-Kitimat; . 
4 x 100 realy-Kitimat; 4 x 400 The CBC will feature another " I 
Relay~Caledonia. High Jump - game in its series of European 
Dave Sharpe-Caledunia;.Long Soccer Matches when the 
Jump, Roy Manson-Caledonia; television network' broadcasts 
Discus .- Mike Scott-Kitimat; theEuropean Cup Final on June 
Javelin. Roy .Munson-,th. ~ Tillieum Theatre' Cal donia. . The match features Ajax J GIRLS 
400 meters Sue Brorup- Amsterdam aga ins t  
" Panathinaikos Athens in a k 4720 Lokelse Caledonia; 200 meters - Jeanne European Cup first. , . Phone 635'2040 
Finlaysor~Kitimat; 100 meters - The game ~;iil be seen in color 
Jeanne Finlayson-Kitimat; with the broadcast arting at 12 "" - Hui'dles - Pat *Kennedy- noon. MAY ' . I'1 I I ! k 30.  JUNE 1st SHOWTIMES 
: YBELE ' i e u : 
L ~ i i t~ Starring Nicol Courcel -~  
. . . . . . . . . . .  w l  
DON MESSER'S 
LAST TOUR 
I Won six academy awards, •best foreign film in 1970. ~1 French fi lm with English, sub-titles . . . .  
• , l~ i  
~i~i: ~, ~i ~ 
JUNE2 7 & 9,-15P,M. 
'" "Beeause You're , r  = 
, Musical Classic ., ' .:- I~:L ~' '~(':'' ~i~ill 
: Marg & Gharl ie,  Johnny Fores t ,  I I '  Starring Maria rLanza . 
;, the Is landers Band I~ JUNE 3-5 ' : i  ~ : '  
_ rhe  Go  ' . . . .  
,:~:: i . !  ; :P lus  Graham Townsend F idd le r /  - . ! ~- ~ ~ L i " 0 d GUy s I~'~m~;~IL~'' ~ . . , . . . .  . . 
• L ? 
.~;. ' ~,~.~,~.,, ~ a . .n . .  Step Oanoor . . . . .  . , . • ~: * , .~!~~i ,  .:.: ~..•• . : .  ~. • • i :•  
and the, Bad:Guys ,, i L " " " ~' '  ~ .... "~  :'~ *~ ~-. Exot ic  mea ls  r ' 
,:; or  Seoondary : ;•iii'i.- " s; ' .... ~ . , canad ian& Chl e Poods ' . . . . . . .  ' 
.i/: " TWO* : ...... . . . .  ' '" ~ 'OpenMon.  thruSaL .10am.to lam,  r Western"  rama ' "  . ' . ,  
.,~',., : .~ '  . , :~  ~•: . :  .:',~• ~.:,'~' ~:~.*..~,i~..~ • Mi te  '*" '.:" ]Show ~!~ 0 |~0 !P IM '-]', ~ "~ ' . .  , . . i sunday , , l  a'm. to Rober t  ..... : '~" . , l ~ .  L I0  p m .  hum " 
:: .... *" •: ~i' :-]~' Adv~nce~: Tickets';Avaiiabie ]BoSs ' " .~.. Shoes .  'i ~ 
~)~m~(~)~m~~mm~)~)~m~)~)~m~mm 4 ,2 Lazelle 635-6111 
@ " i : . . . .  ' "  " . ? 
I • .• = 
/: •:  :i'i::,i.:~: ¸ -~:: ..:. •~ • ~' i~: '  ~i ~ i~i i 
! 
! 
| 
. /  
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EDITOR KAYCE WHITE~ 
i OUR OP IN ION 
Apparently civilization is slipping 
backwards faster than ever before. 
The latest indication of that fact 
comes with the current announcement 
that Terrace will sponsor a contestant 
in the PNE Beauty Contest. 
As nearly every intelligent person 
knows by now, beauty contests are fine 
for livestock, but of questionable value 
for human beings. 
The rules and regulations for the 
PNE Beauty Queen are something 
else: for example, the contestant must 
be a virgin; must have beauty of face • 
and figure; must have completed 
grade nine successfully with marks of 
"C" average; must have the ability to 
join and hold a general conversation, 
and must own shorts and a top or hot 
pants. 
In short, they are geared to the 
lowest level of intelligence in the 
community. 
Women of all ages should consider 
whether they wish to be categorized on 
the same basis as pedigreed hogs.• 
Deadly apathy 
BY MARK HAMILTON 
Mark Hamilton is an 18-year-old 
sports editor and youth reporter for the 
Terrace Herald. 
A problem that has killed many 
organizations in the past seems about 
to strike again -- and this time the 
organization is barely out of the 
planning stage. 
The problem is apathy. The group is 
the self-appointed Terrace Youth 
Council. 
A meeting planned for Tuesday night 
at the Skeena Secondary School 
gymnasium had to be held on the lawn 
outside Caledonia School because~of. 
unforeseen complications. 
The heavily-advertised meeting 
attracted less than twenty people. 
When the temporary council called 
for volunteers to make posters for an 
upcoming social event the response 
was less than enthusiastic. 
The aim of Terrace Youth Council is 
to establish and maintain a coffee 
house in Terrace. 
The project is worthwhile in this 
town where the most common 
complaint is boredom. 
Reportedly, local youth are behind 
the project, but you couldn't tell by the 
attendance at Tuesday's meeting. 
Apparently, Terrace young people 
will pay lip service to a self-help 
project so long as their verbal 
enthusiasm does not involve them in 
the actual work required for a project 
of such scope and magnitude as a 
coffee house. , 
The Youth~ Council • has planned 
another meeting for Saturday. It will 
be held outdoors at the Community 
Center grounds, followed by 
entertainment. 
We wonder where Terrace's youth 
will be at that time Saturday. 
Paying twice 
Health Minister Loffmark, if he 
persists with his idea of levying costs of 
hospital care against the estates of 
those• unfortunate enough to die in 
extended care hospitals, may well 
become known as the man who stole 
the pennies from the dead man's eyes. 
In pioneer days the state of death 
was indicated by placing pennies on 
the • closed lids of the deceased. 
Inflation today would call for silver 
dollars, which may be one reason why 
the custom has been discarded. But it's 
those silver dollars, and more, that Mr. 
Loffmark is after. 
It's a mortuary game of double 
penalty he is suggesting, one in which 
the loser is the individual who perishes 
within the confines of the extended 
care ward. 
Presumably a patient removed to die 
in an acute ward, or a relative's home, 
could die laughing at the minister and 
his financial leeches: 
The double penalty is evident 
because those who are trapped by 
where they die will very likely have 
paid their contribution to hospital care 
during their earlier and healthier life, 
in sales taxes, income taxes and other 
levies placed on income and resources. 
Critics as determined  as the 
minister's own party member Dr. 
Scott Wallace term the proposal unfair 
and unworkable. 
Unfair it most obviously is. And the 
prospect of some dying patient being 
ht'rried from the extended care unt to 
be~.t the tax collector is neither as 
remote nor as funny as it might 
appear. 
Everyone is likely to use hospital 
facilities several times during the 
course of a life but only those trapped 
in extended care will be asked to pay 
twice. 
It's so silly a notion the minister 
should lose no time in retracting it. 
Vancouver Province 
TERRACE HERALD, TERRACE B.C. 
I w 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
.. Letters to the editor must be 
signed and bear the address of 
the writer. The shorter the 
better. A pen name may be 
used only in special cases. The 
Ilerald may edit letters for 
brevity, clarity, legality and 
taste. 
Dear Editor: 
In your paper of May 17th you 
have an article on Hart Farm, 
which you say was orignally 
settled at the turn of the century 
by the Hart family. 
Th|s is not so. My i father, 
Charles A. Smith, a railroad 
engineer of the old grand trunk 
Pacific in 1913, fell in love with 
this country which is so much 
like Idaho, USA where we were 
living at the time. He took up a 
pre-emption on Kalum Lake, a 
section of land was divided into 
quarter sections, and our farm 
was the third quarter. The first 
section, now the Hart farm, was 
settled several years before we 
arrived in September, 1914, by 
Matt Allard. 
I know because what is now 
the Hart Farm was our first 
home in Canada - we lived with 
Matt Ailard while our family's 
cabin was being built. 
The Hart family never lived 
at the lake, and Mr. Hart was 
never heard of until he started 
to buy all the old pre-empts for 
the timber of~ them. 
I am seventy years old now 
and was thirteen when we first 
moved to Kalum Lake. 
I hope you don't mind being 
put straight on these matters. 
We were part of file real 
pioneers of the country. 
Mrs. S. Haudensehild 
(nee Helen A. Smith) 
847 SummitAvenue, 
Prince Rupert, B.C. 
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"Then as soon  as I s tar t  ta lk ing about  my 
wage guidel ines . • ." 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Dear Editor: 
The Canadian Bible Society 
finds it necessary to discontintie 
'"The Bible Today" mailings to 
newspapers and there will be no 
material sent following the  
clipsheet for June 1971. 
• Tbe Canadian Bible Society is 
sincerely grateful to the Editors 
who have used this material 
provided by the Canadian Bible 
Society and extends thanks for 
the help, assistance and Co- 
operation that has been shown. 
With sincere thanks, 
- .  Yours sincerely, 
Rev. Dr. Kenneth G. MeMillan 
General Secretary 
Duiyr 200-1835 
Yonge Street, 
Toronto 295, Ontario 
The Editor; 
Terrace Omineca Herald, 
4613 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dear S!r: 
I would like to congratulate 
Ted Bergen of Caledonia Sr. 
Secondary for having, the 
courage to express what be 
feels is good, honest, and right. 
He also has the obvious 
capacity for making things 
happen, and seems to be the 
kind of kid Terrace needs 
more o f .  
In h i s  campaign against 
pollution, he is ¢ l~,w i0 i~n 
extremely toucliy ~stibjee~,~ ie.
those who feel anything aboutit 
are mostly negative, and the 
rest are. either so tired of 
, hearing about ecology, or too 
apathetic to care. 
When MacGillis and Gibbs 
threatened to  pull out their 
operation and take their  
business to a more appreciative 
community, I think that what 
.they meant was not "more 
appreciat ive," but probably 
"less concerned." 
• If they think they are going to 
find a community that will not 
complain about the tens of 
effluent they pour in to  the 
atmosphere, they are 'on ly  
kidding themselves..  - Wi th  
pollution being among the 
biggest, i f  not. THE biggest 
threat  to" the survival Of 
mankind',it isunlikely that the 
Brass of this e0mpai~y.will f nd 
anyone who iwill/putl 'Up .with 
their rape of :the air for any . 
length of time. ~ i ] . - 
I might po int  out that sifice 
Terrace is 'the "Cedar-ipole 
. •  • . , ,  
Capital Of the , Wor ld~' ,  I 
MacGillis and. Gibbs Pole 
Company would  be .  hard 
pressed to find another place 
Dear Editor: 
Your help in publicizing the 
Red Cross services has, once 
again, meant a successful year 
for the Society in the British 
Columbia-Yukon Divison. 
As youare aware there are no 
funds for pa!d advertising inan 
organization such as Red Cross. 
The Society is •dependent on 
United Appeal and individual 
campaign funds and each dollar 
donated must be answered for 
in services to the •community. 
For these reasons we at Red 
Cress are doubly grateful to 
yotwself'and your staff.fO~ "t~d,., 
splendid ; '.eQ0.p~ra'ti.~n ~[J:th~ r'" 
Society recei~/es in promo[ifig[* 
it's werthwhile ser~;,ices. 
My kind personal regards and 
thanks extended also from 
members of the Executive 
committee of the Divi.~ion. 
Sincerely, 
DR. 0LGA JARDINE, 
President 
British Columbia-Yukon 
Divison. 
Canadian Red Cross Society, 
CENTENNIAL MEMO 
Vesuvius Bay on Salt Spring 
Island was named after HMS 
Vesuvius which distinguished 
herself in Black Sea actions 
during the Crimean War. 
:Dear Editor: 
As the Student Placement 
Officer, Canada Manpower 
Centre, for the Terrace, Kit,mat 
and Hazelton region, it is my 
responsibility to find summer 
employment for the many 
students who are registered at 
this office. 
I am asking you, the 
employer, for your co-operation 
in helping me in my job. If you 
have temporary, seasonal, or 
part time employment which 
could benefit a student, you can 
call this office at 635-7134. 
Please consider hiring a 
i student this summer. Your.co- 
operation,will not only aid your 
business, but Will help a student 
fin furthering his education this 
fall as well. 
' Yours truly, 
(Miss) Sharon Fisher 
Student Placement Officer 
i 
This is not an Ann Lenders 
type column, but ,there art 
reactions to it and after severe 
very interesting responses or 
the part of our readers we haw 
decided to respoful. 
Back a' few weeks ago wbm 
the United Church of Canad~ 
sold Ryerson Press to Americas 
interests we suggested that tlz 
sale ~vas good business and gem 
stewardship of the donor': 
money. Predictably,' a reade: 
from Southern Saskatchewm 
challenged our Canadim 
citizensbip and cried hypocrisy 
However, and also predictably 
one of the top communication; 
men from Ontario headquarter. 
of the united Church sent us 
congratulatory note. 
When we suggested also i~ 
this space that the strife h 
Northern Ireland was no 
necessarily religious and the 
the media were doing tl~ 
churches harm by labelling i
so, a complimentary not,  
arrived from the Embassy o 
Northern Ireland. 
NOt all the responses are a: 
friendly. One angry reader' of 
British Columbia paper is sure 
possibly because-we have no 
unduly admired the anti-wa: 
demonstrators, that we belonl 
in a looney bin, not a church o: 
paper. 
Though each week we seek b 
wound with a discreet barb am 
then to apply the salve of hope 
one Southern Alberta reade: 
insists that our remarks dr, 
much too permissive. He stil 
can't bring himself to admi 
that ,Mr. Trudeau's marriag, 
was a good thing. 
Editors, we find, Ilk( 
response, negative or positive 
Even angry letters bull( 
readership. And they are no" 
unexpected. SL Paul ~ught ha" 
the applicatioh of the Christia~ 
message would be"to them tha" 
perish foolishness." 
Indignant reactions oftex 
indicate, personal needs 
Re~ember::.that ~ old sayjnL~ 
about~ the's0ft.spat? • ~ ..,,.',, 
Centennial • 
briefs, 
The cutter yacht Templer was 
wrecked in Foul Bay at Victoria• 
in 1862. Templar Channel, 
Clayoquet Sounds bearsher  
name.  , 
The settlement a Granville thal 
was to beeome Vancouver fiml 
was named Gastown after a 
local character known as Gassy 
Jack. 
Chilliwack was incorporated a:
a city in 1908. 
,~. Dear Editor: . with the natural backing to 
. . . . .  • " support heir indust ry . . . .  
!-i On behalf of- the Oakwood ~ I might also point out; that a 
i, Symphony Orchestra and year or iso ago, Pohie Lumber 
Dear Editor: ' i/ Madrigal Singers, I would l ike Co. lnstai ledl  at what • was  
We have just read the latest ~i: to thank  the community of probably a ~ considerable cast,. 
edition of the Herald and we ~ Terrace for extending a warm anti=pollution' device On their 
were appalled at the lack of r, welcome to us . .  burner.  " "  *' '  : • 
coverage of the 24th of May ,~ During the week of our stay, The burner at Pohl#s mill is 
parade. ~ thirty families opened their bigger then the one at MacGillis 
Being" some of the many homes to Us. They were  and Gibbs, 'but  Seems to be 
people involved in decorating a I. generous in their hospitality, pouring Out an : absolute 
float we were •disappointed in time and patience. ' minimum of industrial waste .  
the lack of picturesand write-up ~ " If MacGillis and Gibbs pulled While..in Terrace we'visited 
of prizes for floats. Most of us . several of the highlights Of the out  their • Operations from 
who donated our spare time to help. make the parade the .:~area such as the Nass Valley, Terrace, sure, i t  would biteinto 
success it was expected a few Kitselas- where someof ushad the  economy, but ,with an 
more pictures. Even tbe two the chence te try Our hand at  attitUde like theone they, have, 
pictures that appeared were so ~' being amateur archeologists, do we' really .need thiS.kind of 
dsrkyou could not identify the the Hot Springs,• and . the economy? If industry must  
• destroy: the habitat, of the float in question. Logging Operations. ~ The 
Th . . . . . . . . . . .  i~t,,ro~ ,r ,he ~ students of Skeena Junior High ,workers in ~at  industry...~..it will 
• ,~  . . . . .  v . . . . . . . . . .  O e t • P . . . . . .  nur¢ me workers m r nan any h r provzded a change of pace by . . . . .  Co-op float, the 4t Te race Cub . . . . .  . la,, off ever could : ", 
float ?and the Beta Sigma Phi i :[~n~nng;B~lve nor roast for us ~ ~i MacGllHs ancf Gi'bbs Want 
x 'u  v ia  a¥ float These were among the ' to Ut ' i  i l  . p thor  tu between their 
wiimiw, floats. We would like to make,special :. i;-~o o,a ,1,,, ,,,: ~la~ I ,  re,m,, 
Also there were no pictures of ~ mention, of~Mr. Wit)tam Yol~ng back-woodsey ntflb town where 
awards being, presented, who ex~enu~^ ~ree.~pa.ss~,~or people• don ' t  care: ~ about: III h is  dav a man cl imbed with rope and raw courage  
The public nas~eeen severely ~:  ~,.,,-~ ,.,,- ,-.,. v:~,-,~m - themselves, tec  tliem~ :and h , . .L .  -=..,.~ ,I . . . . . .  affe, rt hut h"  ~luuAuA mndm It h 
S t~ ~ " " i |  | I~UI~ I l l l ,  l l g  I l l l l g ,  l i l y  V V , I . . . . . . . . . .  criticized in the past for lackof *¢ entermmmenc~at.111.. ~w.e.: ~ T~race weald benefit So much ._ . =~. ,  .~ . '_'] ,.';_"'." ,=~'~;.~ .','.:;'~ ;;_ ,_._..., i 
interest and then when they .do Our gr~lmue g.oes m ~r. :me m,,~o . . . . . .  .' ine top . /nat  a me way . .u  w.n  urnmyth ,  vv .  muw. . :  
make the  :e f for t  the local * Stuart Mcua!ium,wnowas the < ~t ~, ,  had  I~nd .~PW.~. MOW and easy, the  old-fashioned Way. Because that 
coverage and:puhi~eltyis next .  or!glad.for and ~,o-ordinat~r,.,,of:: orgahizations' and people like what it takes to reach the peak of , rea l  bae.r I lavour ,;~ 
tenon-existent, i : / . ~ m m tr!p;, Mrs. G Ord0n :u~ei~e:i~Ted Bbrgeh :a ~htmdred years Come 01i up  to Old  Style Beer. You'l l  never Iookback  !~ 
• Mrs.A.gnesO'Conneil :iWhe :n !aue:a~t l~. . : ;~c~; ,~ :age; wewould ~iQt likely ~tn  : '~  : • ',, • •,~ :/ • :• .  ~,:'- : ~' •il • i  :• 
. . . .  LanceStewa' '~ arrangemenmanu me mmnreas~ ' . ' ,  ' . . . . . . .  . ' " - ~  ~ , . . . . .  • : ,  ~ . .... rt, . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . .  thls.predlcament' If something . . . .  ' .~ ~.  ' .' . . . .  : ~' 
• . ::./: : i  Pe_ggYPhoenlx o.f./pe.oP]e/~=of: Terrape•..Wh~Q~ had~nd~n,~t!~e'dLar~It :" :~ i : : ;~ l ] r~[ i~[~|~-~ i~ i i  i~ !: 
" '  : ..... " :  ::• 'Terrace*BC '~'attenaen'°ureoncer~ ':" : '  . . . . .  . •'~• '• ' • ' - ' ~ ~K~._~ . . . . . .  ' ' • ::  / • ~: ; ;  , ' • : ,m..~.t. ~ ,~;  ,^ , , . '~ i , .  ,~A lsbeingdonein.'rerrace;plaees ' !, . :  : . ~ I~|L~Im~M ,i : i;~ 
i ~" :~" i~: ~ : i :~  ! '  •' . • :' /~w°nderful:mem0rles Y~: ga ve.~ would'have breathable alri~•:. :: ,i,.~  :~ :/~ - , :  • ~ ~ l~ l¢ l :O :  ' qr~ f` '~,::l,'; ' 0:'~ : '  ' '  . . . .  ~"  
i Terrace .nas:: approxzmately..us,' : ~, : .: • ~ ~::• ,/. i, Agalii•:l w.'ou|dllke'toSay to ~ : : />  '~':' "•:i ~•~ :. :,• i , . , . - L . -•  ' • / - .  ,' ' : ~ ~ 
' 193i days in  :!ba~!year w!~ an  !] ' i  i / i " .  ; , :~ ~,?~;~ !,i.T~peX@p'~D :~ieg()0d.wor~!,~. . '  :i~",'i:~i"': !.:.:.i;.i :~ ;/,SI0w-bi'ewodsnd .nMmallyagedi i,/,i'• : 4 L'+~ ', ~ 
average aa ,y  :/temperature :", " ' . !  := :~ ' , , '~ :~:~w~'?~,~ ~::~ ~ ::i:'.~' ;':'.* :: ~" ~ " '  ':*"~;~ ' "  ~,::::~; ; ::::':~.' ~ : ~ *: ". : ~.~,::. ' . '  '~.' ::~i/ ? . . . - . .  ':'2 
above '43 deg ~F: The :nerlod : :~ UaKWOOat;oileglt!(ell~t,, ~'' ' ' :  ~":'~./:" :"~ltSh~,,nl;~,.l~ ~i ~:? ~his'odvertisemgnt s not puolisneo o[o sp a~eo nythe i?; 
O~dinarl l~::beei~Aprl l ' l l  and ",/~ :~:~/" BISt.Cla~Ave, W~ t'' .~ .~L , ' : .  : , , .  m'; '"~':d[~"~ L au0r:Control!Board orbytheGovernmentof Br t shC01Umb, :,,: 
, " ' -  • . . , ,'. : ' .' " . "  " : , ' •  , 7 . , . ' '  . " '~  " ,  . .  , ' i . ., ' , ' , 
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evicted ll 
iToronto: iCP) Svetomir' 
Kusmanovich, 57, also knownas 
The Rabbit, has been evicted 
from the steam-heated manhole 
he called home for 3V~ years. ' 
" Kusmanovich " saps he i 
preferred the underground , 
solitude of a manhole to life in a ' 
'hostel or the begging.ways of i 
other transients. 
"Memories' are l i ke  bad , 
dreams," he said. "They 
torment me so much, my loved '~ 
ones, my emptiness in  life, my 
rejection by society. So that is 
why I lived my life in the 
manhole. I was lonely, but away 
from it all. I had to get used to 
it. It is not man's nature to live ' 
like an animal," ' ~. 
Woo.I 
+ 
: ' i . ~ + ~  '~ ' , , . . + 
i '  
] 
You could win a $25.00 G i f t  i 
Certificate for Dad and a $75.00 
Gift Certificate for yourself lust 
write an essay in 25 •wards or  less ~ ' / i He cried when an engineer i 
from the federal public works I 
• department threw his mattress q telling us why Your Dad should be 
Two members of the Caledonia 'Senior Secondary grad class Class valedictorian Maria Hugi, Caledonia Senior Secondary out of the manhole and packed , 
School, • his wardrobe into two wait nervously for ceremonies to begin. , 
. cardboard boxes. The manhole ' 
Twelve years end++ with . ' ~. tWOwel.to.doheiS on post offiee p r o p e r t y . :  Kusman v ChsaysSOnsheinfamily.WasYUgoslaviaahaSamember. wifewhereofa d  ,: "F ther of the Year" 
• ." . His daily routine was to get a I 
' ~ree meal from a mission and 
flat'tearless ceremony then  go hunting for empty bottles which he took to stores ' ' for a refund. The profita went to ~ on June 19 at ll'O0 l,M, Limited to 
• ~, 
BY DAN MCMILLAN 
again - three more up, and so 
on it went. 
Maria Hugi, graduating class 
valedictorian: thanked both 
parents and teachers for getting 
them this far. 
The work valedietor'ian 
comes from two Latin words 
meaning strength to meaning 
have needed strength to carry 
us this far, and will need even 
greater strength in the future, 
she said. 
Guest speaker at the 
graduatingceremonies, David 
Marko, General Manager of 
Trans-Provincial Airline Ltd., 
dared the students to come out 
and change society and life, not 
only for themselves, but for all 
people. 
Society today begs you [o 
come out and do your own thing, 
and if you do, you will receive 
some sort of satisfaction from 
be one of those two. The choice 
is yours to make, but make it 
knowingly and wisely, be said. 
The only way to receive ither 
is by doing onto others as you 
would have them do on to you, 
he said. 
"Within the next few years 
when you are working for 
yourself, business or 
government, you will be 
working fewer hours, fewer 
days, affd in much more 
technically oriented fields. You 
will be expected to know much 
more than.your predecessors in 
a world that is changing more 
rapidly than it ever has before," 
he said. 
"The greatest threat to 
society is the role that society 
insists that the governments do 
more and more for them." 
"Governments have only the 
• strength-and power and money' 
that people give them - if we 
want government to rule more 
and more we will have loss and 
less for our own discriminatory 
use." 
"The roles of government, 
and business in society must be 
closely serutinized and 
questioned," said Marko 
Marko predicted that as 
students attempt to make their 
way in the world they will suffer 
more injustiees than they have 
previously suffered in this 
bureaucratic nstitution called 
a high school. 
"Institutions inthe future will 
be even more bureaucratic and 
dictatorial," he said. 
buy a cheap bottle of wine which 
he says he needed to sleep. 
' LITTLE CULTIVATION 
Only one per cent of Ieeland'e 
land area is under cultivation. 
Entries close June • 1815, Judging 
children 12 years and under 
Judges deoisien will be final 
~THE STORE WHERE YOUR DOLLAR BUYS MORE 
Semi Annual 
Used 
Merchandise ¢learance 
All Sales Gash & All Sales Final 
Friday night was the night 
that was for 132 graduating 
students at Caledonia Senior 
Secondary School. 
Twelve or more years in the 
school stystem ended for the 
students as they walked to 
centre stage before an audience 
of parents and friends to accept 
a scrap of paper and a quick 
handshake in an efficient but 
unemotional ceremony. 
There was a great deal of 
nervous laughter and last 
minute primping in the 
corridors as the gracLs lined up 
to make their entrance in 
brightly-colored gowns and 
contemporary suits, but once 
inside• the machine took over 
and any enthusiasm or emotion 
built up for the event seemed to 
disappear. 
Up to the stage in groups of 
threes - up the steps across the your life." Marko said. 
stage -- shake hands, get the'l: There are two ~ype~ 
diploma, down the steps, backil ~ satl~fa~ct!o~i',"fdffi'lldieht', '.i 
to your chair/thred 'more !up,,= q; co~it~'ntn~n.' t t, ~'0~,P'~[~rati~tt! 
wait now for the photographer I by a dUeli. The'satisfaction 
to change films - start it moving I receive f.rom• this lifewill ell 
Prospectors  . " "  II . 
e 
resemble feldspar but are 
softer. Feldspar will scratch 
glass. Acid used for testing 
minerals, (50 percent water, 50 
percent.hydrochloric ac d) will 
bubble when placed on calcite, 
it will not, on feldspar. 
Color of feldspars ranges 
from white to green, pink, grey, 
red, or brown. Feldspar 
weathers completely to form 
clay.. 
D 
" 
: +. :.  : , . , . ,•, ,  
"Courtesy - NORTHERN B.C.. 
CIiAMBER OF MINES 
Plagioclase feldspar, is a 
series of feldspars ranging in 
chemical composition from 
high sodium content (called 
Albite) to high calcium content 
(called anorthite). 
The name'Plagioclase' refers 
to the oblique cleavage of the 
mineral which is one way it is 
different from the potassium 
rich feldspars (orthoclase), 
which have "cleavage closer to 
90 degrees. - 
A series of fine lines or ridges 
are usually found On a cleavage 
face of plagioclase feldspars 
which is the most important 
feature used to distinguish 
plagioelase from ortho'elase. 
Pl.agioclase has a hardness of 6; 
Specific gravity of 2,6 to 2.7. 
A mineral or rock Containing 
more silica is said to. bemore 
acid, thus there are acid 
feldspars. As 'there are acid 
rocks composed of essentially 
acid mine'rals, we - can 
distinguish ac!d feldspars from 
the rock in which ~ey  occur'. 
Though containing.more or Less 
silica, and are therefore more, 
or less aeid~ ifeldspar s a re  
usually divided into the two 
groups, flm'Potassium bearing 
orthoclase".gr0up: ~ and '  the 
Sodium to lime bea/'ing roup, 
the plagioclase, f ldsps rs, . :  
In granRe~, both quartz and 
feldspar are seeli; Feldspar: is 
seen to have flat shiny surfaces, 
while' "q~artz:/iS ~Imckly., and 
irregular .and, not. usually flat. 
Calcite • =and dolomite 
Ter race  grads  
take honors, 
at UBC 
;~ i  .~.~;~ , ; J~Lu, ,  a+~. l l / i~ : , IV [  : : j  ,,.+~,.~rT~9++=..  . .~[  . . ; ,~ 
They'll go anywhere 
the fish can go. 
Are you the kind of 
fisherman who likes to 
take off for out-of-the: 
way places? The new 
Mercs--especially the 
Mercs from 4 to 20 hp-- 
should fit you like a glove. 
With Thunderbolt 
ig n ition, you scoot'out 
fast in the misty morning. 
Out on open water, a 
Merc really whips you 
along. Even our husky 
little 4 hp. 
Inside weedy patches, 
you sli~ quietly through. 
The slanted design of the 
Moro's leading edge 
(we call it Glide Angle) 
slides over underwater 
obstructions. 
Shallow-water slant (on 
9.8, 7Y~ and 4 hpl 
automatically locks the 
engine in tired position. 
You sneak into 
backwaters where the 
fish are just waiting for 
excitement to happen, 
So what are you waiting 
for? See your Memury 
dealer. :, 
:+-+ . • , , . 
- .~  ; . .  
. t 
See , + 
eat Outdoors" 
'islon "Show 
~od". Fisher, 
t your Io~1 
~tlng, 
. . . . . . .  ~ :': , :;!;i:,*' ; ' , .~:" 
" ,,:. ~ .;.;'OUTBOARD.S 
,,gOMPLET{ l~HO(  OF POWIR 4 .1½.  I I .  20, 40. IO. ~ l lO, l lS.  Ind n$ HP. 
• . • ,.. 
• Two outstanding'graduates of 
the Terrace School s~stem will 
graduate from the U~iiversity of 
British Columbia Friday, May 
28. 
Anke Christina Troelst'ra, 
formerly of 4704 .Walsh in 
Terrace will graduate with a 
B.Sc. in biochemistry~ 
Norma Joann ' Kerby, 
formerly of 3724:. Them'as in 
Terrace will graduate with a 
B.Sc (Ho/murs) : in botany. 
Norms Kerby was.a finalist in 
Terrace Regional Science Fair 
. . . . .ZENITH •WRINGER, WA, SHER ii. ...... 
+,.+ 0, +99,  + ;Looks and runs l ike new, Pump and T imer  
ZENITH WRINGER WASHER 
. . . . . .  ' ,PRICES : ,EFFECT IVE  T ILL , ,  , . : ~, 
~:*;"~ : ~' SAT. JUNE 5, : .... ' , 
GUNS 
6,6 mm Rifle 
,< 
J $99s Tag No. 67290 $ sin ~ i~ '9649 Pump and T imer,  Tag No. 64705 good working condition, ' Bolt action ' 
ZENITH WRINGER WASHER O" i ' Leo Enf ie l ;34 
, o , , , ,  T+N°-- 
Tag No. 64617 .303 Brit ish 96 
square tub, pump and t imer  Good condit ion 
FRIGIDAIRE AOTOMATIOsd~A.o,WASHER [ Tag No. 64704 Leo Enfleld 29( Jn~ 
Tag No. 70743 9 6 .303 Br i t ish 
Good work ing  condit ion F ind Hunt ing Ri f le 
KELVINATOR AUTOMATiO DRYER 
Tag No. 67275 $"~i l iSS~l~l~ l i~  
Requires some service 
WESTINGHOUSE AUTOMATIO 
..GAS DRYER 
Tag No. 67282 =129" 
, Looks and operates l ike new 
TELEVISION i i"~rag No..as 
i..,2inchSanyO-,repossesion =139" 
ill, used: i ' month " 
Illl:lILlNl:lll____.___ . 
Big 'and  Comfortable,  96 
" Wool fr ieze covering q U  
• ~ .',. 
~ = 
Remington 243 
Tag No. 64650 
To,, o, t,,e .,,o $14995 Model (Not a scratch) 
New Price $229.95 Clearing at 
Winchester12 Gauge Pump 
Tag No. 64657 ,106oo Shotgun - Model 1200 
Like New 
. Zenith Sewing 
Tag No. 64619 
straight sew model 
: . . . . . .  ;~ ~ ', , 
iaohino 
s39,s 
4 Traok Tape Reoorder .... 
TagNo.64659Panason ic  =69 
• New Price.S99.95 " • . . . .  9611 
. . . . .  " ~':~ . - '~]~?s 
MARSHALL WELTS 
<: '.: ,;,...-., 
,Corner Ka lum,& Laze l le  Ave. -" Terrace,  B.C, ~:,;~-,"..+' .'; : : :i"l 
in the spring of 1967, and later 
won' "the', Chris Spencer 
Fo0ndation Scholarship in' 1967. 
,,~i ~ 
Skeena.Cass iar  School 
District has"27 schools, 172 
teachers and.4408 pupils.' :; 
• 
~ ,  .. Ter race .  ' - J  . . . . .  
• = vl IQuA;*L,TV+: 
iu Y ~ u ceo " INSIST PeN LOCALL  -~ ROD ' ': ' . 
FRESH EGGSFROM: -  ' i :  " '~: ": . ' i '~::  ' '  
Samsom's Poulltq 
* Farm : . .  
. . . .  :;,'] ...... Y" :,, ,,+: : i'i ~, ~ " *,Phone, 635:-2709 
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()rchestra preformance 
a smashing success 
Eight-year-old Melodie 
Peterson sat front row center in 
the Skeena High School 
gymnasium Friday night and 
pronounced the CBC Radio 
Orchestra performance a 
success. 
For Melodie, one of the 
estimated 160 people who heard 
the 26-member orchestra 
conducted by John Avison in a 
two-hour concert, it was the 
first time she had heard a live 
symphony orchestra. 
And Avison who has been 
conducting the orchestra since 
1939, has the ability to eapitvate 
his audience with both words 
and music. 
Avison said just enough to 
persuade his audience to listen 
a little more closely before he 
raised his baton. 
First on the program was 
Wold-Ferrari's Overture to the 
Secret's of Suzanne -- a 
sparkling piece of music built 
around the idea that Suzanne -- 
get this -- smoked cigarettes. 
Honneger's Pastorale d'ete 
and Haydn's Surprise 
Symphony were played before 
intermission and I watched 
Melodic, who sat beside me, as 
she leaned forward and listened 
with her eyes and ears. 
The orchestra then played 
Adaskin's Diversions. Avison 
__  I 
When you 
don ' t  know who 
to turn  to . . . 
TURN TO US WITH 
CONFIDENCE 
l i t  
}Jill HOME I 
11[ :"e°rn:::::'::: l 
l I 
BY KAYCE WHITE  
commented later: "I didn't ell 
you that the previous piece was 
contemporary music because it
might have put you off." 
Obviously, it did not. It is a 
gay and witty piece, written by 
Murray Adaskin, composer in 
residence at the University of 
Saskatchewan, and premiered 
in Ottawa last year. 
Next the orchestra led into the 
joyous, familiar Peer Gynt suite 
by Greig, and Avison noted: 
"This is for young people -- 
especially those who decide to 
make a career of music-- which 
is a delightful profession." 
Casella's Sereneta offically 
ended the program but the end 
was actually the beginning of 
three charming encores. 
Audience applause brought 
Avison back to the podium three 
times: first to conduct aStrauss 
waltz "Where the Lemon Trees 
Bloom," again to play Brahm's 
Hungarian Dance No.5, and 
finally to play Strauss' 
Perpetual Motion. 
"l really didn't want to play 
this last piece for you," said 
Avison. "In it we (the 
orchestra) finish, but the music 
doesn't end in your mind. It will 
go.on and on and on." 
"Believe me, I know," he 
said. 
Later Melodie said she had 
likeathe Strauss waltz best, and 
the oboe was her favorite 
instrument. 
She was also intriqued by the 
way maestro Avison's tails 
flipped up and down when he 
leaned into a particularly 
vigorous passage. 
In a later interview, Avison 
said it was easy to establish 
rapport with the Terrace 
audience. 
"They showed such 
enthusiasm that we were not 
particularly conscious that the 
crowd was so small," he said. 
The concert was part of a 
seven-day tour by freighter, bus 
and chartered aircraft to 
remote B.C. Coastal 
communities. The orchestra 
left Vancouver last week to 
travel to Bella Coola, Ocean 
Falls, Prince Rupert, Masset, 
Kitimat and Terrace where 
the audiences got their first 
taste of a live symphony 
orchestra. 
The 26 musicians who play 
violins, violas, ceili, bass, flute, 
I oboes, clarinets, bassoons, 
[horns, trumpet, sympani and 
[percussion have been drawn 
from more than a dozen other 
reknowned orchestras to 
become permanent members of
the Vancouver orchestra. 
Former members of the Israel 
Philharmonic, Bratislavia 
Chamber Orchestra, Scottish 
National Orchestra, Covent 
Garden Opera and Halle 
Orchestra have been attracted 
because of Avison's musical 
re pu!ation.. 
Avison. 52, is one of the few 
native born Canadians 
currently conducting a 
regu lar ly  es tab l i shed  
orchestra. 
He has been conducting the 
CBC Vancouver Chamber 
Orchestra in consecutive 
weekly broadcasts since 1939-- 
except for a five-year stretch in 
the armed forces during world 
war two -- with no individual 
contract ever exceeding a 13- 
week period. 
Avison was born in 
Vancouver where he attend ed 
University of British Columbia. 
His post graduate work was 
completed at Julliard in New 
York and he studied 
composition with reknowned 
German composer Hindesmith 
at Yale. 
He has also been associate 
conductor with William 
Steinberg at the Aspen Festival, 
guest conductor for the London 
Philharmonic, and guesl 
conductor with Toronto 
Montreal and Quebec CBC 
orchestras. 
Later, with his shoes off and 
his feet up and a drink in his 
hand, Avison proved to be just 
as impressive as he is on the 
podium in his swallow-tail coat 
with a baton in his hand. 
He is a witty, articulate and 
warm-hearted man, and it was 
unfortunate that Melodic 
Peterson missed meeting him 
personally. 
Terrace Concert Association 
chairman Penn van Heek 
reported that the symphony 
concert put the local group 
$1,000 into the red, but it was 
unquestionably worth it. 
Not more than $350 was raised 
by sale of tickets to the concert, 
but the association had signed a 
contract guaranteeing payment 
of $1300 to the group. The 
amount scarcely covers basic 
cost of bringing the group to 
Terrace: the project was co- 
financed by Canada Council, 
Koerner  Foundat ion ,  
MacMillan Family Funds, 
Musicians Union, and the 
Vancouver Foundation. 
The one name conspicuously 
missing from the co-sponsors 
list was the B.C. 
Centennial Committee, which 
contributed nothing. 
"The B.C. government gives 
incredibly low support o the 
arts compared with other 
provincial governments," said 
Van Heek. 
Fishing 
paradise 
Over 200 huge rainbow trout" 
weighing up to 30 pounds are 
presently spawning in the 
Lardeau River just downstream 
from Trout Lake, about 80 miles 
north of Nelson. This 
spectacular un of large fish 
from Kootenay Lake spawn in a 
very limited area of river and 
are quite visible to visitors 'to 
the site. The provincial Fish and 
Wildlife Branch has, for many 
years, employed a guardian to 
protect the fish from 
harassment during their 
spawning period and to relate 
details of their life history and 
spawning activities to the 
public. 
Dr. James Hatter, Branch 
director, stated that late spring 
and very low water 
temperatures delayed the run 
slightly this year, but the 
numbers offish present over the 
past two weeks indicates that 
this year's pawning population 
is one of the best in recent 
years. 
Meanwhile, exceptional 
catches of large fish have been 
reported in Kootenay Lake in 
the past few days with fish of 
28V~, ~5~/~ and 22% pounds 
having been taken along with 
several 15 pounders. 
Early next week 2,000 one- 
year-old progeny of these large 
Kootenay Lake fish will be 
released in the Duncan River in 
an effort to perpetuate he run 
of fish to his river which was 
lost due td the construction of 
Duncan Dam. Eggs have been 
taken from adult fish which 
returned in search of their 
spawning grounds in Duncan 
River for the past two years, 
and it is hoped that the run can 
be increased to provide more 
fish for restocking the Kootenay 
Lake system with these trophy 
fish. 
DESIGN AND 
CONSTRUCTION OF 
PERSONAL CARE 
HOMES 
CALL FOR PROPOSALS 
PROPOSALS 
The Government of British Columbia 
invites proposals for', 
(i) design and working drawings or 
(it) design, working drawings and construction 
for one, two, three, or four Personal Care homes 
of approximately 150 beds each, to be'located 
at Victoria (1), Vancouver (2) and Kamloops (1). 
These four projects will be the first of a number 
of Personal Care Homes to be constructed in 
centres across the Province. 
The design should meet the requirements of 
elderly persons needing a measure of personal 
care and nursing supervision, The design 
should generally follow a written functional 
program provided by the British Columbia 
Government. 
Lands and necessary services to the site boun- 
dary will be provided by the British Columbia 
Government, 
VARIETY  OF  TERMS 
Proponents must be prepared to enter into an 
agreemen.q.to provide appropriateservices in 
connection with a design and set of working 
drawings and to accept responsibility for cost 
limits. 
If construction is also proposed, the submission 
must Indicate a firm price at which construction 
would be undertaken and give firm dates for 
completion of construction. Inthe event a pro. 
posal for design, working drawings, and con- 
-struction were accepted, It is an'ttcipated two 
agreements would be entered into, one contract 
in respect of design and working drawings, and 
another contract for the construction phase. 
Any or all proposals may not necessarily be. 
accepted, 
Deposits are not required at the time of sub- 
mission but upon acceptance of a proposal, the 
customary practices as to deposits and bonds 
will prevail, 
Proposals will be exarnined by, and final selec- 
tion if any will be with, the Government of British 
Columbia. 
HOME-L IKE  ATMOSPHERE 
Proposals will be judged by how best the needs 
for suitability for care and a homelike atmos- 
phere are balanced against the r, equirements 
for economy of operation and capital cost con- 
trol. Other matteis to consider will be construc- 
tion quality and starting and completion 
schedules. 
Sealed proposals in duplicate clearly marked 
"Proposal for Personal Care Homes, wil be 
received until 2:00 p,m. on Monday, July 5; 1971, 
at the office of: 
Dr. A. A. Larsen, 
Health Branch, Department of Health 
Services & Hospita Insurance, 
Parliament Buildings, Victoria, B,C. 
Packages containing information as to site Ioca. 
tion, corldltlons, function programme .and  
general instructions may be obtained from Dr. 
Larsen (see addressabove ).
c , :-. ,'~.. ,- GOVERNMENTOFTHE PROVIN E OF BRI ISH COLUMBIA 
~ ,, Department of Public Works " ~ Health Services & 
:::, . . . . .  ' Honourable W. N. Chant, ' Hosp i ta l  Insurance 
/::~.....:.. : ~:~,..: . . . . .  Minister HonourableR. R. Loffmark, 
Mlnleiier . . . . . . .  
' " ' : '  ' : ' ; ? '~ ' "  " " " '  - ,  ' " ? ,  ~: i ' :  . :~  ~ . , ,  : " . : " :  " " 
• . ,,. :" 
Rotarians sponsor [ I 
Miss PNEcontest : Forest talk 
Well managed forests can three or four deep per square 
" provide . better stream mile; Following.harvest and the 
conditions for fish than natural invasion of palatable brush Girl watchers unite. 
You have a treat in store. 
June 18, the collective flowers 
of the Terrace area will gather 
together on stage when the 
Terrace Rotary club sponsors 
its first local beauty contest. 
For the first time the Terrace 
area has been invited to enter a 
participant tovie for the honor 
of being named Miss Pacific 
National Exhibition at the PNE 
to be held in Vancouver August 
21 to September 6. 
According to Alex J. 
lnselberg, president of the 
Terrace Rotary Club 
nominations for entrants in the 
local contest will be accepted 
for at least another week# 
Gnrl~ who would like to enter 
the contest but who have not 
been sponsored for the event by 
a service group or organizatuon 
may pick up entry forms at the 
Terrace Herald. 
The winner of the local 
contest which will be field at 
8:00 p.m. at the Terrace 
Community Centre will be 
given a gown for the 
Vancouver finals where she will 
have an opportunity to vie for a 
$1,000 cash prize as well as 
numerous gifts. 
Judge Johnson 
condemned 
B.C. Federation of Labour 
Secretary-Treasurer Ray 
Haynes has condemned 
provincial court judge Gordon' 
Johnson for his "perverted" 
comments in passing sentence 
on five women accused with 
creating a public disturbance in 
a women's liberation 
demonstration at the Hotel 
Vancouver. 
"Without in any way 
expressing approval of the form 
of demonstration chosen by the 
people charged in this ease, we 
must condemn in the strongest 
possible terms the uncivilized, 
improper, even perverted 
remarks of provincial court 
judge Gordon Johnson. In view 
of these brutal and sadistic 
utterances, his suitability for 
the bench must be seriously 
questioned. After this outburst 
any citizen would be perfectly 
justified in refusing to appear 
before this man," said Haynes. 
"We urge the Law Society to 
raise this issue if the lawyers 
practising in these courts have 
any concern for our traditions of 
~decency and justice." 
"Finalists will travel to 
Vancouver and be hosted at a 
first class hotel at the expense 
of Pacific National Exhibition. 
Contestants will be 
accompanied by chaperones 
while iri Vancouver. 
The girls will be judged on 
charm, personality and 
deportment; beauty of face and 
figure; ability to speak in 
public, general intelligence and 
special ability. 
Judges for the local contest 
have been named as Edna 
Cooper, Vesta Douglas, Maria 
Klonarakis, Grace Kooschuk, 
Gordon Parr, Bill Young and 
Gino Cuglietga. 
'unspoiled forests. I species, that' populations 
Mature Douglas Fir forests [ sometimes rises to more than 
support a population' of only 150 animals per square mile. 
Build your own homo 
The Wostwood system" of building has enabled hundreds of 
B.C. families to build their own homes. Wall units, roof 
trusses, partitions, gable ends come factory pre-assembled. 
Much of the hard work has been done for you. Yo'u can build 
yourself, or have your home built to any stage of completion, 
finishing it yourself. Over 40 plans to choose from. Get the 
facts. 
BEnT Annoui 
Phone 635-5847, or 635-6496, 
Terrace, 6.C. 
B.C.. TEL 
RAITISH OOLUMRM TELEPHONE OOMPAIIY 
SUMMER 
OFFICE 
HOURS 
Commencing 
MONDAY MAY 31st 
all B C Tel business offices 
will be open Monday thru Friday 
FROM 8:30 A'M" to 4:30 P.M. 
Ot R SPACE PROGRAM... 
D e 
• . "  ° .~  
Room-to-room. Floor-to-ceiling. Wall-to- 
wall. That's, the 'all around' comfort of 
clean, even electric heat. Silent. Depend- 
~ :',::,able. Compact. Gives you more apace to 
~ :. ~i~, live in. Check with our CustomerAdviS0ry 
: " "  " ';~ e - a t  r. . . . .  Enjoy the Gr Indoors 
Service beforeyou build that new house. 
And join the 29,000 B.C. homeowners 
who already enjoy "0peration comfort"... 
with electric heatl 
j ,  ,.i ¸ - , , ,  . , . , . ,  ,, 
, .  " ,  . 
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4613 LazellerAve.. 
TerraCe, E,C. 
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Phone 635-~$7. 
NatlonsPAdvertising 
-, •Armstrorig--Dagg 
• Representatives Ltd. 
Western Regional Newspapers 
207 West Hastings Street 
Vancouver, B.C. 
Member of: 
B•C, Division of the 
Canadian Weekly Newspapers 
association 
and 
Verified CFrc~Jla flea 
Classified Rates 
Five cents a word (Mlnlmum 20' 
wor:ds) Display classified $1.25 an 
inrh 
Subscription Rates 
Single Capet 1Scents 
Yearly by mail $10 in Canada. 
$12 outside Canada 
Authorized as second clas~ mall by 
the Post Office Dept., Ottawa and 
~or payment' of postag~_Ln cash.• 
1 - Coming Events 
Dance Revue '71 performance by 
pupils of Vicki Parviatnen at Skeena 
Ju.ior Secondary School, June 4 at 
8:00 p.m. For tickets phone Mrs. 
Parviainen at 635.7483 or contact 
pupils a limited no• of tickets will be 
available at the door• (P-43) 
.4 -  Engagements 
Mr. and Mrs. R. St. Andre of 
• Torrance, California would like to 
announce the engagement of their 
daughter Sue to Chris Dubeau, son of 
Mr. and Mrs. R.M. Dubeau, former 
residents of Terrace, B•C. 
Wedding to take place in the 
summer. (C.42) 
13- Personal 
Anyone seeing lady fall on steps at 
Woolworths, first of February, 4 
.p.m. please write Box 677, Terrace 
Herald. (P.42) 
"Pat r i c ia 'Ann  Schlenker, also 
known as Patrlcia Ann Dolron, this 
is your official notification that on 
Monday, June 14, 1971, at 1:30 p.m., 
at Court Room C, Provincial 
Government Building, 1600 Third 
Avenue, Prince George, British 
Columbia, we are making 
application for the permanent 
committal of your child, Timothy 
Joseph Doiron. b.5.2.70., to the care 
of the Superintendent of Child 
Welfare, as a child in need of 
Department of Rehabilitation and 
Social Improvement, 1717 Third 
Avenue, Prince George, British 
Columbia." 
= .~u~ick  an@'( Ir ecPof~= belng~slck ~ 
and fired? Let'A!cohollc'Anonymous 
help you. 
Meetings 
• Alanons meet every Wed., 8 P.M. ' 
Skeena Valley Group every Thurs., 9 
P.M. 
Terrace Family Group every 5at., 9 
P.M. 
' Breakfast Meeting every Sunday 11 
"A.M. 
Al l  meetings held in theold Library 
Building at Kalum and Lakelse'Ave. 
For information write Box 564 
Terrace, B.C. or Phone 635.2830 or 
635.3440. ~.. 7"/-" 
There Is no smoke with out 
Ecological Smut. (P.42) 
14-  Business Personal 
BERN INA SEWING MACHINE: 
Thompson Bernina Now 
Located In 
ELKEN MERCANTILE 
4623 Lakelse Av'e•, Terrace 
Phone 635.2552 [CT F ) 
, OWN 
YOUR '+  `
OWN 
BUSiNFSS 
TERRAi)E 
OTHER°"AREAS 
~Excellent Location 
Available 
COIN+OPERATED " 
+DR~>ELEANI NG 
ISHEREJ 
J!4- Business Personal 
I 
TONY'S MOBILE HOME 
SERVI.CE & REPAIRS 
:or Complete Installation & 
Service 
Blocklhg & Hook-up all Services 
Skirting & Porches & 
Dismenfeling CTF) 
Phone 635.7849 Terrane~ B,C, 
. FOIl ~oto tilling, pOst h01e dlgging, IO* 
clearing, backfilling, etc. Phone 635 
07~. {p~)..ql 
Complete septic system installed. 
0ackhoe work by the hour, or 
contract. " • 
For free estimates Cell 635.3065 
(P-42) i 
"For ~o-ur I~adio and T.V. Repalrs 
Phone 635.3630 across from the 
Legion. 
FRED'S FURNITURE 
~(a division of Fred'S Refrigeratio,1]i 
(CTF) 
APPLIANCE REPAIRS 
For service to refrlgeralors, 
freezers, washers, dryers, ranges. 
Call Bill Webb at 635-2188. (CTF) 
I I  . I 
WATER WELLS 
Call your locally owned. 
company 
to serve you belier. 
All work guaranteed. 
CLEARWATER 
DRILLING .LTD, 
Hwy. 16 East Terrace, B.C. 
Phone  635-6106 
Evenings 635.3676 
FOR RENT "::.. 
T.V. Sets, guitars, amplifiers, "1]~:•~ 
eSystems, saxophones, trombon~ 
trurnl~bts, :atoll"ors,"( uies, movh 
' pro jut'tars, ~,lid e pro|actors; sc~'een.~' 
clarinets, etc. Ask about our Rental 
Purchase Plan. 
Terrace Photo Suppl~ Lid; - 
4645 Lak,;!seAve. " 
Tree Pruning 
Lawns Constructed 
& Maintained 
Landscaping 
phone 635-3715 
~JBA'CKHOE FORHIRE 
1 Hour or Conlract 
Reasonable 
| PHONE / 63s-3+,7 
t .~fF}  ANYT IME 
ALL:AN J• McCaLL 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
4646 Lakels~Ave.. 
Phone 635.7282 ." 
Res. 635.2662 
£~'~"  Terrace. B.C. 
AMES EXCAVATI NG 
Gravel driveways, levelling, 
landscaping, rotovating, gardens 
and yards also tractor mounted 
cement mixer. Phone 635-5074 [P-42) 
1 T&T MILLWORK 
windows, doors 
custom bui l t  cabinets, 
renovations 
4626 -A  Davis rAve;, 
Phone 635-7775 
, (C+42.3) 
PICTURE FRAMES 
framing of paint ings,  pictures 
• photos, certificates, needlepoint etc. 
Readyto hang. 50:frame styles 1o 
choose from. 635.2108• (CTF) 
BUSINESS OPPORTUN ITY 
"Sprlng Is here-and we have" 
Openings for full or part time 
Rawlelgh Dealers around Terrace• 
Start on our Capital. Be your own 
boss; Write Rswleigh's, Dept. E.1T/. 
22? 589 Henry Ave., Winnipeg 2, 
Man.'~ 
. . . .  | ' ,•  
. Remodel Rec Rooms ' 
Drbwall taping - cel!ng tile and 
spraytex. Write 0356 AshWorth 
Place, Burnaby I, B.C. or phone 526; 
~'a,'e_aend.~e comolets ' . . ~  
. .  . ,~ l I ig rmat )oa  o11  a " : , 
Kin.o" ~'oln 1,ault~Leratte tranehtle 
,r 
.= .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ; : ,  
~ddNI I  . . . . . .  ,,,•+ . . . .  . . . . o . . . . .  
~PhoIHI . . . * * . .+ . . . . . . . . .~ .** , . . .  , t 
+ 'SAV.MORE 
CILy . . . . . . .  , i I~ovlb¢e +. ;+,.. ; ,  + 129 Kelth A~;a.~ Terrace 
. . . , .  . . +  • - ,  • . , . 
• ,for ,, . KING +i )IN .+ " ' l~ne 635•7 '24  " 
OF ++ ' , . , , - " ,  " " ++' Oranlng,mtlmalln0, blueprlt 
"6 i  42 , ' ,BeSt ,  :::".: ' . .... ' :'::<'+'" nd ." +. " , " : ,7 : , ,  ~ 'NOR;PiNEHOMES, '. 
South. Burna tab home built in Ter, 
" j 
BAKER'S KALUM SERVICE 
5412 HWV.L 16 W. Terraca ",- 
Ph,633-2882, . .  ," 
BUy i3.00or more gas'and'get freo 
draw ticket ot $60.00 watch. Draw 
SUlLDERSCENTRE 
lj • 6uildlng Malerlals 
DA !. + i '+ .- Mlllwork - 
• ' i•, T~ T~umss 
D ft il Ig,:~ =1 
Sl r+et, : . • ,  . . . .  !,+ 
y+i+B;.C;.i ; -'-The pro.fat li l i  
14.  Business Personal 
SOUTH PARK HOLIDAY 
TRAILERS & CAMPERS 
[Hitches. mirrors etc.) 
REEL INN MOBILE HOME 
SALES 
5.~06'Hwy. 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635.2033 (CTF) 
FRANK'S  TELEV IS ION 
AND ELECTRONIC  
SERVIC ING 
~hone 635.3715 10:00 a .m, .  
18- Help Wanted - Male 
Wanted. Experienced middle aged 
couple fo manage and live in Apt. 
complex• Must have good reference 
from previous employer. Applicants 
must have good character, non 
drinkers and man should be a 
handyman. Applicants must be able 
to be bonded and maintain books. 
Salary $350 per month, repair work 
paid extra. Reply in own 
handwriting to P.O. Box 11~, 
Terrace, B.C. (P-43.3) 
19 - Help Wanted - Ma le  
- Female 
For Circulation at Terrace Herald. 3 
days weekly• Experience not 
necessary but helpful. Phone 635. 
6357. (STF) 
20- Help Wanted 
- Female 
Receptionist. Typist 
Permanent position offering 
excellent salary, interesting work 
and public contact, Must have 
typing skill, clerical ability and be 
able to handle money, Shorthand 
and bookkeeping training helpful. 
• Laurentide Finance. Phone 635.6595. 
(P.43) 
Woman to work as assistant Io 
Advertising Manader at Terrace 
Herald, rqust have "pleasing 
personality and some typing. Phone 
635.6357. (STF) 
Royal Bank requires experienced 
sleno. Apply in person at the Royal 
Bank (C.42) 
R EC 'E  PT  I ON I ST  
STENOGRAPHER .. Apply In own 
handwriting to Box 6/9, Terrace 
Herald, Terrace, B.C. (P.43) 
21 - Salesmen & Agents 
Excelh~nt opportunity in s~los. 
Guaranteed income, full insurance 
and medical benefits. Experience 
an asset but not ne¢eseary. Reply 
• witl/:full resume fo Midwest Mobil~ 
Homes, Box 148, Terrace. (CTF) 
Real Estate 
Well established firm has opening 
for experienced Real Estate 
Salesman in Terrace area. 
Applications will be. treated with 
confldenoe. Please apply to 
Advertiser, Box 680,. Terrace 
Herald, Terrace, B.C. (C-42) 
24 - Situations Wtd. 
- Male 
Wanted - Rightofway contract, 
falling lob o'1" cat operator. Phone 
635.769S or leave message at 635-3687 
(P.43) 
25 - Situations Wtd.,  
- Female 
Will babysit in my ()wn home• 
Reliable• Call 635.7026 (P-42) 
Wanted '. Qualified beekeeper. 
Would like full time position. Phone 
635-5278 (P-43) 
28 - Furniture for Sale 
3 Bedroom grouping now available 
from Fred's. Included are 2 p~ece 
chesterfield, 5 piece kltcheP, table 
set, 3 piece bedroom suite. I~rlcL~l 
from 0497 or complete With $600 
value consul color TV from' $997. 
Contact Fred 's 'Furn i ture ,  4434 
Lakelse, Terrace, B.C. Phone 635- 
3630 or Fred's Refrigeration Ltd•, 
Ltd., 222 City Center, K[tlmat, B.C. 
Phone 632.3632, (CTFI 
For Sale - 8 track car stereo 
speakers 635-3812 after 6 p.m, [P.42) 
For Sale . Kenmore washer and 
matching dryer. 1V= years old $325 
and 1 new single bed• Phone 635-2568 
(P.43) 
32-  Bicyles, Motorcyles. 
For Sale -LChopped 1946 Indian 74c 
in . .  Motorcycle $550 . Write 
Advertise=;, Box 078, Terrace 
Herald, Terrace, B,C. (P-43) • 
For Sa le .  65() B.S.A. Lightning 
Motorcycle $550 Phone 635.7840 after 
6 p.m. (P.43) 
33-  For, Sale. Misc. 
One~ gas stove used lust florae 
months, ape hoover washing.spin 
dr~/er; 'One bathroom Space saver, 
I a.' 4we cabinets and one shelf. One 
( Id :J.uclge One 1964 Pick.up. PhOne 
( 3S 6816 (P-42) " , " 
For ,Sale ; Rhubarb On Kelum Lk. 
:' Rd.,Phone 635-2329 after 4 p.m. (P. 
42), " . ~. , ", • 
For Sale. O'ne 40' by 40' Ouansltt Hut 
[used) unass'embled. Phone 6,'15.2368 
Inquire .at ~/0:Paquet.ts~St,, (P:42)' 
For Sale- Rotsry ele~:ll'i¢ ceicuIMoC 
~00value. Will trade.. What offers' ? 
F~ r~"a :beautiful 'addition to :your 
~o ~'e ,  Uplands'+ • NUrsery '7 has 
rlcWePIng+;: trees 'and  'shrubs, 
~'. ~amentale, '9rbit ~+: trees;,'.and 
34- For Rent-  Misc, 
For Rent. Trailer space available 
near school $35.00 per.month. PhOne 
635-6984 (P-43) 
37- Pets 
Horses for sale or 'trade. Phone 635, 
• 32M~ or 635.7472 (C-42.3) 
38 - Wanted. Misc. 
Practical Nurse wishes room and 
board. Write Donna Ram, Mil ls 
Memorial Hosp|tal, Terrace, B.C• 
(P-43) 
Wanted to buy good used furniture. 
Contact Freds Furniture 635.3630. 
[CTF) 
39 -Boats & Engines 
For Sale: 15' fiberglass V-hull boat. 
60 hp., electric start motor 16 ft. hd 
trailer ow skiing equipment. Phone 
635.7436. [P-42) 
41 - Machinery for Sale 
For Sale. 47' Tug "l~iver Belie" 6-71 " 
GM Diesel • sounder . hydraulic 
winch for towing or log salvage. 
Price $9000 Phone.847.9786 (P-43) 
43 - Rooms for Rent 
THORNHILL MOTEL 
& COFFEE SHOP 
Housekeeping Units 
Propane bottle.filling 
Pnclflc 66 Gas and Oil 
Highways 16 East - "-(¢I'I~, 
Room for rent for gentleman ih 
private home. Kitchen and laundry 
facllilles• Close to town. Phone 635- 
5370 (P.42) 
Room for Rent for young man, 
private entrance, light housekeeping 
facilities, 2704 SParks. Phone 635. 
5327 (P-42) 
Basement room for rent, full board, 
$120 Mature person 635.4237 [P.43) 
For Ren't. room for one gentleman, 
nonsmoker, pays $IO less. Phone 63S- 
2628 [P-42) 
Room available for gentleman. 
Kitchen facilities, close to town with 
young couple . no children. PhOne 
635-2125. (PT.42) ' 
OSBORNE GUEST HOUSE 
Comfortable rooms in quiet 
residential'urea. 2812 Hall StreP.t:~ 
Phone 635-2171. (CTF) . 
Flynn'Apfs. 
Furnished rooms and furbished 
opts. Cooklr~ facilities available. 
Phone 635.6658 (CTF) 
.' KEYSTONE COURT APTS. " 
h2,&3 bedroom deltJxe Sultes~ ,M21 ; 
Scott-Ave. Terrace. Phone tL3.~.F'9.4 
or 635.&381.(CTF) . . .  
/ 
GATEWAY CuURT - One and f~.  
bedroom furnished suites+ . '  
Reasonable summer'and winter 
dally, weekly, and monthl~ ratu  
Phone: 635-5405. (CTF) ." 
44- Room & Board 
Board and room for working men 
630-2762 (P.42) 
Room & Board for 1 working man• 
PhOne 635•2321. [CTF) 
47 - Homes for Rent 
For Rent: Unfurnished 3 bedroom 
townhouse apartment. E!ectric heat 
extra (ridge and stove. Kalum - 
Gardens• Scott and Hanson. 635.5008• 
(CTF) 
For Rent - furnished cabin. Monthly 
rates, 3707 Kalum. Phone 5-6815. (P. 
44) 
For Rent • 2 6edroom house on 
Brauns Island, including (ridge and 
stove, water and garbage. $150 per 
month• Available immediately 
phone 635.2412 (P.42) 
Rent - 3 bedroom row houses with 
refrigerators and s|oves, some with 
washers and dryers• Electric heat. 
Close to downtown and school s 
Playground for children. 
References required. Apply Mrs. 
RebePhllllps, Cedargroye Gardens, 
4529 Straume, Suite 125. (CTF) 
Furnished Cabins weekly and 
monthly rates. Cedars Motel  Phone 
635.2258. [CTF.3) 
48-Suites for Rent 
For Rent: 1 bdr~ unfurnished suite• 
Stove & (ridge included. NO 
Smokers, drlnkers or pets. Phone 
635.6017 after 1 pm. (P-42) 
iTwo bedroom sui~'e for t;enL. Phone 
635-3050 (R.42) - 
,%-  . . , ;  . . . . . .  
For Rent'. 2.or 3 bedroom suite 
.unfurnlshed.-Phone:Sat. or SUn. e~. 
3174 Krumm Rd. No. 1 Lot B (C.43) 
I=or Rent.': "1 ballroom .suite In 
Thornhllh frlge and stove Included 
$138.00 Includes all utilities. Phone 
635.3437. [CTF) , 
49 - Homes for Sale 
J' 3BEDROOM I 
J RELOCATABLE HOME I 
ISltGate¢l" on'i cleared ':. lot, +good| 
IcondltlO~, partly landscaped, l 
ITermS may be a~rallged. Pho~'e I 
1635.3362  `" ,..+ :+i '.'~ " • l 
I [P'4Si " I 
owne;-i:mo~/lhg . Must,sel l  +- 2"+: 
+bedroom home at Lakelse Lake + on I-+ 
3 acre with fen~ed In backyard and 
¢reek;on property. Wall towal l  
carpet In living roOm, feature wall, 
& colored' plumbing. Call &15.7631 
a~;tlme.:(CTF)~< , '~ : , .  
/+ ~ ENGINEEREDHOME$ 
Prefab H6Use~ A~/allable ;rom • 
Construction Ltd. . Kadar . :.. +i... 
%.Lel,gerplonr.se~ectlon • • , ,: , .  
• :+, High- quality :competitive prll:e~,: 
49- Homes for Sale 
For Sale: 3 bedroom ~ome, 
fireplace, w-w carpet, full 
basement, large lawn, garden, 
strawberries, etc., nice location. 
Also large level lot lust out of 
Municipality of Terrace• Phone 5. 
5#81. (P.42) 
For Sale: What Offers On a well built 
• cabin. 12 x 20, To view phone 635. 
5392. (C-42) 
For Sale:. 2 bdrm. house with 
carport on 1-3 acre In Thornhlll. OII 
heat. fenced• With cabin In back 
suitable for rent. $14,000 with 
existing 8 percent mortgage. View at 
-1059 Sande Blvd. or phone 635-7844 
after 6 pm. (P-42) 
iFor Sale. Best offer;. Cabin af 2605 
Eby St. fo be removed from 
property. Phone 635.5221 after 6 p•m. 
(P.42) 
For sale • Older type of home on one 
acre of land in town', close to school, 
hospital and park. Ideal for rental 
income, such as rooming or 
boarding house. Home has 4 
bedrooms upstairs, and bath. Main 
floor has large kitchen, livingroom 
with fireplace, one bedroom and 
bath. Basement has 2 bedrOOms and 
Ilvingroom and kitchen combined, 
separate entrance. 
Attached ho~se has living room, 
kitchen, 2 bedrooms and bath. On 
property is cabin, garage and sheds. 
Large garden area and fruit trees. 
Cash preferably, but terms can be 
arranged. Write Advertiser Box 665, 
Care of Terrace Herald, 4613 Lazelle 
Ave. Terrace, B.C. [STF) 
I Onebedroom house on ! corner lot| 
near shopping area. Quick sale.| 
Please phone 635.6102 or 635-3~071 
~ft~r 6 o_m_ /CTI=) I 
51 - Business Locations 
i i  
MOTEL F011 SILE 
Ideal location in 
Terrace 
Room for expansion 
Will accept property 
as trade 
What offers? 
Write Advert iser,  
Box 675, 
Terrace Herald, 
Terrace,  B.C. 
(CTF) 
For rent - i 2 business spaces in new 
building 500 sq. ft. & 800 sq• ft• Phone 
635-7985 (CTF) 
Newly Decorated Office 
Birch panelled walls, wall to wall 
carpet• Electric heat. Large.North 
windows. Approx• 900 square feel. on 
Lakelse Ave. Apply Elken 
Mercantile. Phone 635.2552. (CTF-3) 
Attractive Offices' 3010 Kalum St. 
635-2312 or 3147. (CTF] 
For Rent - Office Space 2,020 sq. ft. 
All divided rooms and w-w carpet• 
Above the Bank of Nova Scotia, 4619 
Lakelse Ave. Phone 635-5194 or 635- 
7750 (CTF) 
52 - Wanted to Rent 
Wanted to rent • Professional man 
with grown family requires 3-4 
bedroom house in town. Phone 635- 
3035 (P-42) 
Wanted To Rent: Two or three 
bedroom house or duplex, call 
Manager at Simpson Sears at 635. 
2218 days or 635.$146 evenings• 
CTF) 
r 
55- Property for sale 
For Sale: Property In the Nass• 
Contact SI or Bobby Davis, Box 129 
NaBs Camp, Terrace, B•C. (CTF) 
MUSTSELL 
=/= acre view lot, with 48 x 30 
basement and sub(leer In Terrace• 
$3,500 cash or easy terms..Phone 
635.5575. (CTF) - 
VIEW LOTS 
BEST LOT BUYS .IN 
TERRACE 
COMPARE PR ICE ,  
LOCATION & LOT SIZE 
Enjoy a not building "on a 
Small 10t with a view into your 
neighbours windows 
TWO VIEW LOTS 
Northern Heights Subdivision, 
Approx imate ly  90' x 2S0', 
Res ident ia l  No . I  - CMHC 
approved, protected area, 2000 
ft .* i f rom n~ain Intersection.- 
s4s00.00 each 
TWO 
+~! SE I I I ,V IEW L~ LOTS 
Northern Heights Subdivision, 
100 x .100'. Conditions same as 
ab01/+~ $351)0:00 each:, Phone 
63S-$20S ' 
Sl, ~'~' :Automobiles+ 
; SALVAGE "*+ 
• 57 - Automobiles 
For Sale: 1970 Ford Ranger pickup. 
302 V.8, 4 speed, Built in Tool box. 
Phone $.5094. (P.44) 
For Sale: 1964 Valiant SW. Good 
value. Phone 63S.5359. (P.42) . 
"For Sale - 70¢ust0m Ford Pick-up, 
15,000 miles, automatic, power 
steering, 302 motor, Phone 635-5881 
(P.42) 
DUMP TRUCK: 1965 I.H.C• VF210 
12 yd. dump. 549 engine S & 4 spicers, 
38 thousand double reduction 
rearends, new rubber and low 
mileage. Price $8000. Phone 635- 
2125. [P-42) 
For Sale: 1967 Galaxle XL, 2 dr. hdt. 
VS auto, P.S,, P.B. S1630•00 or best 
offer. Phone 635-2888 after $ p.m• 
1968 Barracude fastback, automatic, 
V.8. Reasonable. 635.4214 [P-43) 
1968 GMC half-ton Excellent 
conditiOn. Low Mileage Heavy duty 
suspension. Custom cab, 6 cylinder 
3 speed standard. Asking $2,000 
Phone 635-7859 (P-43) 
Brand new car . 1970 Chevrolet 
Impala custom, 2 dr. HdtOp P.B. 
P.S. only 4,700 miles• Make your 
offer cash. 635.2005 [P.45) 
19.59 Chev V= Ton Pick.up . 5 good 
tires SI00 Phone 6353541, (P-42) 
Plymouth Fury 1965 good condition• 
$700 Phone 635.4287 (P:43) 
1965 Mustang 289 4 barrel, 4 speed, 
chromed reversed rims and wide 
oval tires. Offers Phone 635.S$67 [P. 
44) 
1967 Rambler Ambassador Station 
wagon, 3600 miles power steering, 
pOwer brakes, radio, 9 seater $1750 
Phone 635.2568 after 5 p•m. or 
weekends. [ P.46). 
1966 Ford MeteorMontcalm5.33 90V- 
8 P.S.P.B• electric windows and 
(ran bucket seat silver blue with 
black vinyl hardtop. Immaculate 
conditon. 43,000 miles Phone 635.5459 
or can be seen at 4444 Haugland Ave• 
Terrace• (P.44] 
For Sale. 1970 Ford Maverick $1949 
Excellent mechanical condition. 
Extra set of snow tires, burglar 
proof siren 4,000 easy miles Phone 
635-2535 [P-42) 
For 5ale- 1969 Ford Ranger Pickup 
V-8 power brakes and camper, A.1 
shape throughout. Phone 632.7542 
(P.42) 
For Sale: 1965 Mustang 289, 4 barrel, 
4 speed• Chromed reversed rir~s and 
wide oval tires. Offers. Phone 635- 
5867. (P-43) 
58 - Trailers 
For Sale: 10 x 36' 2 bdr. EstaVilla 
furnished, good condltion, asking 
price $4200.00, View at 4604 Tuck 
Ave. Phone 635.2928. (P-42) 
For Sale: 12 x 52 mobile home, 1968 
Biltmore unfurnished, $6,000. Phone 
~35.5259. (P-42) . 
Tt'ailer for Sale: Set up in  Nass 
Camp. 12' x 61' Glendale & 12' x 34' 
Joey Shack.. Contact Everett Crick 
Box 129 Terrace. (P.45)' 
For Sale: 10 x 45' Rollo home. 
trailers - good conditon. Fully 
furnished Can be viewed at 29 . 
North Kalum Trailer Park after 6:30 
P.M• or Phone 635.5487• (P.45) 
For Sale - Home made camper - 
plenty of ~oom . gOOd for hunting• 
$200. Phone 635-3560 (CTF) 
Must sell 8 x 38 house(roller . very 
good (:ondiflon, low asking price, • 
fully furnished• Lots of extras 
located at Nass Camp• Contact K. 
Klinka, Box 129, Terrace, B.C. (C. 
43) 
For Sale. 17' Kenskill Travel trailer, 
well equipped only $1500 Phone 635. 
5958 evenings• [C.43) 
For Sale or Trade for Property - 12 x 
56 General Trailer, lV= years old. 
F~Ily furnished. PhOne 635.7695 (P. 
For Rent . Two bedroom fully 
furnished housetrailer on private lot 
for responsible quiet working 
married couple with no children, no 
I~tS. Available June 1st• Phone 635- 
6609 (P.43) 
For Sale. 8 x 34 General trailer with 
2 joey shacks. Tnornhlll area; Price 
$3,5000 Phone 635.2258 (CTF) 
For Sale. 10 x 50 Maraman trailer 
with a Joey shack on side with extra 
bedroom. Furnished. Reasonable 
price• Must 'be seen to be 
appreciated at No• 11, Queonsway 
Tr. Crt• Phone 635.5114 (P•4S) 
ForSale;.  1956 8' X 30' Marletle 
House Trailer,. fully furnished and 4 
x 8 porch, •full ' bath and' Shower, : 
bedroom and bath cerpett~l; May ' 
be seen +at Pioneer. Campsite, 
Hlghv;tay 16, Contact Milch Mottu, 
Mountalnvlew Resort, Cedarvale, 
B.C.' (P•43) 
Empreas Motor Homes 
Come In and see our new 1971 M()tor' 
Hor, Js. 4736 Park St., Terrace. 
Please, phone 635.3(178 : after 5 or 
Saturdays, (CTP). - + : ' "1 '  
: . (TERRACEI : I .T .~. .  
'"'; +. kNIGHT.  
" .;:: + P~IU[RE 
58 - Trailers 
3 bedroom 12 x 64 trailer, 17 months 
old. 8 x 12 Joey Shack all electric. 
like new Phone 635.7402 [P-49) 
For Sale: 19"/0 Heavv duty ~ ton 
Ford. Lge, homemade fiber glass 
campel" Sleeps 7, Will sell as unit 
or ssperate. Apply 4616+ sau¢ie 
Phone S.3542. (P.43) 
For Rent: 16' Holiday trailer.Fully 
equipped including bathroom• 
PhOne 635-5340. (P-63) 
For your holidays, hunting.or fishing ,. 
. Rent a trailer from Heart's Rentals 
Ltd., 470.3rd Ave., Prince George; 
B.C. [CTP.M) 
For Sale: 1967Two bedroom general 
mobllehome Set up in trailer court 
with porch and joey shack. Phone 
635-2004. (P-42) 
Legal 
INV ITAT ION TO TENDER • 
The corporation of the Town of 
Smithers, B.C. 
RECONSTRUCTION OF 
TOWN STREETS 
Sealed tenders endorsed on 
the envelope "Tender (or  Street 
Reconst ruct ion"  w i l l  be 
received at the Office of the 
C le rk .Admin is t ra tor ,  The  
Coporation of the Town of 
Smithers, up to 4:00 p.m., 
Pacif ic Dpylight Savings Time, 
May 28, 1971. 
Plans and spec i f iCat . ions  
may be examined at the office 
of the Superintendent of Works 
or at the PLAN ROOM ot  the 
Industrial Construction Centre 
Ltd.; 2430 Willingdon Avenue, 
Burnaby, B.C. on or af ter  May 
10, 1971 and copies may be 
obtained after this date by bona 
fide tenderers at the off ice of 
the Superintendet of Works 
upon receipt of a certi f ied 
cheque in the amount of ten 
dollars (S10•00) non:i:efundable• 
The tender  shal l  be 
accompan ied  by e i ther  a 
certified cheque in the amount 
;ot ten per cent (10 percent) of 
the Tenet Price and a letter of 
I consent signed by a suPety company, or a suitable bid bond 
lin the amount of ten percent (10 
'percent) of - the Tender Price• 
The lowest or any tender wil l  
not necessarily be accepted.  
M.N.C• Wood 
Clerk .Administrator  
The Corporation at the 
Town at Smithers, 
(C-38) SMITHERS, B..~C.. 
NOTICE TO CR EDITORS 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
ESTATE OF ROSS RAYMOND 
BURRILL ,  Bar  Tender ,  
former ly  of the District of 
Terrace, British Columbia. 
Creditors and others having 
claims against the above Estate 
are requ i red  to send fu l l '  
)art iculars of such claims to 
Kenneth D. GRANT,  Esq., of 
the f i rm of GRANT EWERT & 
CO., Barr isters and Solicitors; 
4635 Lazelle Avenue, • Terrace, 
British Columbia, on or before 
the 8th day of June, 1971, after  
whikh date the Estate's assets 
wi l l  be d i s t r ibuted  hav ing 
regard only to claims that have 
been received: (C-43) 
ORDER F IX ING A DATE OF 
HEARING AND ORDERING 
SUBSTITUTIONAL SERVICE 
BY ADVERTISEMENT 
IN THE FAMILY  AND 
CHILDREN'S  COURT OF 
BRIT ISH COLUMBIA  , 
HOLDEN AT  PR INCE 
GEORGE,  BR IT ISH 
COLUMBIA  
In the mat ter  of the 
Protection of Children Act, 
R.S•B,C. (1960) c.303 and 
amendmentsthereto.  
And in the matter:of  T imothy 
James D'olroh' :an ' .  In fant ,  
BEFORE H IS ,  H ONOUR 
JUDGE H. KENNEY; . .~ ,T  
PRINCE GEORGE,:~ BRITISH 
COL'UMBIA; .  TtJ'e~daY~ L)the 
eighteenth day of:N~, y;'/197.1.. ~r~ 
UPON THE, APPL ICAT ION 
oF  THE SupeHn~e+nd~nt : of ,  
Child Welfare beln'g'l~roughf on  
for hearing before me rids daw ~ 
AND + UPON HEARING What .  
was alleged 0nbeha l f  Of the  
Super in tendent ,  o f  Child 
Welfare~ ' i :  : , 
IT IS ORDERED that• • thls~ '
~matter be set down for' hearing ! 
'at th'e'iFamilv: a~ Ch l ld r~ l ' s  i 
in the aftern0on[:i 
0rtzed 
Lega I 
IN THE MATTER OF THE 
ESTATE OF  KENNETH 
ALFRED MANNIX  (aka 
Kenneth  A l f red  BUTLER) ,  
Boomman,  fo rmer ly  of the 
Distr ict  of Terrace,  Province of 
Brit ish Columbia. 
ci 'edlters and Others ha~/ing 
c la ims against}he above Estate 
a re  requ i red  to .send fu l l  
par t i cu la rs  of such claims to 
Kenneth.D.  GRANT,  Esq., of 
the f i rm Of GRANT,  EWERT & 
CO. Barr isters and Solicitors, 
~3S Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, 
British Columbia, on or  before 
the 30th day of June, 1971, af ter  
which date the Estate's assets 
wi l l  be d i s t r ibuted ,  'having 
regard only to claims that have 
been rece ived .  
GRANT,  EWERT& CO., 
BY Kenneth D. GRANT 
(C-44) Solicitor 
"THE BANKRUPTCY ACT"  
FOR SALE BYTENDER 
asset of 
V & S TRUCKING LTD. 
TERRACE 
SEALED TENDERS WILL  BE 
RECEIVED ON BEHALF  OF 
THE UNDERMENTIONED 
TRUSTEE UNTIL  1:30 
o 'CLOCK IN THE,  
AFTERNOON ON MONDAY;  
THE 7th DAY OF JUNE,  197], 
FOR THE FOLLOWING 
ASSET: 
One - Lorraine a/4 yard Mobile 
Crane Cost 'Approximately 
$12,000.00 
Tenders must be accompanied 
by a cer t i f i ed  chegl, ue made 
payable to the Trustee for  ten 
percent (10 percent) of the 
amount of the tender and must 
be conta ined in a sealed 
envelope c lear ly  marked "V .  & 
S. TRUCKING LTD. ,  
TENDER" .  Tenders are to be 
mailed to the Trus t~,  V & S, 
trucking Ltd., c-0 Mr . .Wi l l i am 
De Jong, 4827 Davis Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Deposits wil l  be forfeited to the 
unders igned fo r  l iqu idated 
damages if the sale is not  
completed by the purchaser. 
Cheques wil l  be re turned  to 
unsuccessful . The highest~or 
any tender wil l  not.neces~arlly 
be accepted. The balapce ~f~1t~ 
purchase Price shah be paste  ~ J
by cer t i f i ed .  : Ch~qb e "-."on 
acceptance. • ' . ' . '  
Sales Taxes to be paid by .the 
purchaser unless the purchaser 
produces an exempt ion  
cert i f icate.  
Tenders wi l l  be accepted on 
the basis that the purchaser has 
inspected the asset and no 
war ranty  o r  condit ion is 
expressed or can be implied as 
to description; condition, size, 
qua l i ty  o r  in any  manner  
whatsoever• 
The Crane may be inspected 
at Skoglund logging Ltd., 0106 
West Highway 16, Terrace, B.C. 
between the.hours of 9-00 A .M.  
and.'4:30 P.M. at any business 
day prior to close o f  tenders.' 
Further: information may be 
obtained from Peter Smyth a t  
Kalum Lake Drive, R.R.. N0.2, 
Terrace, B.C. or f rom John H. 
Mason a t  the  undernoted 
address• • 
Harold S. Sigurdson, C.A., 
Trustee, 
Dunwoody & Company 
660.505Bul'rard Street . 
(C-42) Vanc0uver 1, B.C. 
(Telephone: 608-$421) 
LOST" CERT IF ICATE OF 
T ITLE  
LAND REG ISTRY:ACT 
R E :L0t  1;~, Block 2, D is t r ic t  Lot :  
4001, Range::5, Coa sl: District'." 
Plan 4659, In the Prince Rupert 
A.ssessment District..  +:. 
: WHEREAS proof o f  Loss:: 0f ~:: 
Certif icate o f  Title.77039.1, tO':, 
the  ::abovi~!'.~m~entibned: {an"dsi:i 
JOHN ARTHUR 'MCRAE,: Ihas:  
been ill,odin this Office, notice iS -" 
.hereby; ~lven that I+shall at the 
hell .eel,  :'iss'be: a P rov i !  
Certif icate o f  Tit le in lien 
.said. Cert l f icbte,:  Uniess, ; 
• meahtlmb Y~a~lid ' bbj,~cth 
:made to lme !n:v~ritlng. : 
DAi~ED' at",~e: Ladd:.~Re 
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Bill Small of Vancouver t ied out a new pair of 
spurs Saturday while preparing for the pole- 
climbing event at the Loggers Sports Festival 
held Sunday at Lion's Park in Thornhill. 
Char i tab le  donat ions  
somet imes  taxab le  
Amounts paid by an 
individual for card parties, 
bingos, lotteries, etc., are not 
considered to be gifts or 
charitable donations for which a 
taxpayer may claim a tax 
deduction, nor are payments 
made to purchase tickets for 
dinners, balls, concerts, shows 
or similar typos of functions, 
says CCH Canadian Limited, 
national tax and business law 
reporting authority. It doesn't 
make any difference whether or 
not a portion of such payments 
accrues to a chartible 
organization, it is still not a tax 
deductible charitable donation• 
However, this is not the whole 
story. 
The Department of National 
Revenue in its Information 
Bulletin No.17 and in its 
recently issued Interpretation 
Bulletin No. IT-6, outlines its 
views with respect o chartible 
donations and amounts pent 
for special fund raising evefts. 
A charitable organization, in 
connection with a fund raising 
campaign, may sponsor a 
particular activity or event hat 
is not a part of its normal 
charitable operations or 
purposes. In this case the 
organization may notify its 
patrons that the amount hat 
they •will be paying to the 
organization covers not•only 
tickets for, or admission to, the 
activity'or event, but will also 
constitute a gift or donation to 
the organization. In these 
circumstances, notes CCH, the 
amount of the gift would be the 
amount paid to the charitable 
organization, which amount 
would be reduced by either the 
fair market value of the ticket 
or admission, or an amount that 
would be a reasonable part of 
the total cost of the function or 
event, whichever is the greater. 
In another type of situation, a
donation may be solicited by a 
charitable organization in 
return for which the 
organization agrees to provide, 
without any further payment, a 
right o attend aperformance O r 
some other function which the 
organization is going to put on; 
In this case, the gift, if any, is 
the amount paid by the donor, 
minus the fair market value of 
the right to attend the 
performance or function. 
In the foregoing types of 
situations, the charitable 
organization receiving the gifts 
or donations must furnish the 
Department with a 
substantiation of the basis 
which it proposes to use in 
determining the amounts that 
may be treated as gifts or 
donations by the donor, prior to 
issuing any receipts for the gifts 
or donations. CCH reminds all 
taxpayers - when you get 
receipts for your charitable 
donations - don't lose them! 
CITY FOLK 
More than two out of every 
three Canadians are urban 
clweUer~. . . 
Ta l les t  woman d ies  
HOUSTON (Reuter) -- De. 
lores Pullard Johnson, the 
world's tallest woman, died in 
hospital last week, 10 weeks 
after brain surgery to remove a
tumor that caused her to grow 
to a height of eight feet two 
inches• 
Mrs. Johnson, billed as The 
Amazon Queen in the carnival 
where she worked, died Tues- 
day at the age of 24. Her death 
was not announced until 
Wednesday, when her body was 
being taken back to her home- 
town of De Quincy, La. The 
cause of death was not stated. 
She had suffered since child- 
hood from a benign tumor 
which caused her pituitary 
gland to produce too many 
growth hormones, a condition 
known as acromegaly. 
She only learned of her dis- 
ease when, at the age of 14 and 
seven feet tall, she was tripped 
during a basketball game and 
went o hospital with a back in- 
jury. Since then, she had been 
confined to a wheelchair for 
most of her waking hours. 
RISKED BLINDNESS 
Mrs. Johnson weighted 431 
pounds. A few months ago, she 
began suffering headaches and 
blurred vision, which prompted 
her to undergo the surgery. 
Without it, she risked blindness 
as the one-inch tumor was 
pressing on the optic nerves. 
After the operation at Method. 
ist Hospital here, she trans- 
ferred to Ben Aub General Hos- 
pital, where doctors had hoped 
to teach her to walk again. It 
was there th_at she died. 
Shq made about $6,000 for a 
five-~onth season in a side- 
MuSic scholar 
coming 
John. Sidgwick, of Toronto, ,a 
member of the Board of 
Examiners of the Royal 
Conservatory ofMusic will be in 
Terrace June 15 and 16 to 
conduct current examinations 
for the Royal Conservatory. 
show, travelling in a trailer 
equipped with outsize bed. Her 
husband, James Johnson, six 
foot one inch, was a foreman 
with the carnival. 
"This Is the way the good 
Lord wanted me to be," Mrs. 
Johnson once told an.inter. 
viewer, "and I'm very, very 
proud." 
Cancer society+short 
Josephine March, chairman C~i  for this year's'campaign 
of Canadian Cancer Society- was$3,000. 
Terraee-Thornbtll branch, 
reports that local contributions 
to the annual campaign have Seezetary to her boss. ,EIthe]" 
totalled $2,827.47, up $400 from you give me a raise or I'H stay 
this time last year. wearing long skirts," 
I +thing"  THE STORE WHERE YOUR DOLLAR BUYS MORE. "Spring 
ON MAJOR APPLIANOES 
PRIOES TO BRING ON THE SUN SHINE 
ZENITH AUTOMATIO WASHER 
Two speed mul l ,  cycle. $369" 
Deluxe Control Panel 
ZENITH AUTOMATIC WASHER 
Multi cycle 
Permanent Press. 
Equipped 
with Suds Saver $349 's 
ZENITH AUTOMATIO DRYER 
Four program +184,s 
• All fabrics 
ZENITH AUTOMATIO DRYER 
ZENITH DE LUXE 30 INOIi RANGE 
with Rotisserie, 
automatic oven 
Finished in avocado color. $3190. 
TAPPAN GURNEY RANGE 
30 inch .  
Clock control oven. $ l J~AO9 5 
I b " l lU  Illuminated control panel. 
ZENITH FREEZER 
15.cu. ft. 
with Lock 
and interior light 
• 5 year warranty +229 ,+ 
Sidgwick, a music ++1 209 '+ ++ ====================================================================== from an early age has been Six program . . . . . . . . . . .  
accompanist and conductor for • 
the university of Cambridge Deluxe Control Panel' I ZENITH FREEZER 
chorus, as well as a member of 
the music club and musical ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Society of the University• I ! i i i :  'i 18 CU. ft. 
On taking up residence in 
Canada, he taught music at 
Upper Canada College for twQ 
years and since then has held 
several positions Of note in 
Toronto including director of 
the Orpheus Choir. 
He has also become known as 
an adjudicator in many 
Canadian centres. 
ZENITH REFRIGERATOR 
13 cu. ft. frost free Model 
in Harvest gold color 
Five year warranty on+ 
compressor system. $3690" 
ZENITH REFRIGERATOR 
ideal for larger family 
~; year warranty. ++249",s 
ZENITH SPIN+DRY WASHER 
Completely portable 
10 CU. ft. in gleaming 
white 
Dial defrost model +214" 
clock controlled 
high speed dryer 
Now Only $149,+ 
All Small Appliances 
Toasters, irons, Electric i)offee Pots etc. 
70% OFF 
Marshall Wells Ltd. 
PRICES EFFECTIVE TO SAT. JUNE Sth 
corner Kalum & Lazelle Ph. 635-2424 
.+  Sid, O,,, .,..,.+,o,• 0'""+"+"+0' 'r'" "  
e Bacon,+ POTATOES ' LBS. + + 
, i  * . 
ROBIN HOOD ALL PURPOSE 
FLOUR 
Super Valu's warehouse sale this Week 14911 'U' lq |he c°$e +and uYe'+ ADVERTISED AND EXTRA INSTORE 
LB. 
BAG ~'  . .  "' CASE LOT SPECIALS ' . 
, •o  
SAMSOM'S :GRADE "A"  SMALL 
3 oozil. 
NO LERS PLEASE'.. "PRICES ',EFFECTIVE MONDAY T~UE--SDAYwEDNESDAY/ (~NLY I 'WE' T.ItE RIGHT ITO ~'. LIMIT QUAMTiTIES 
